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ABSmACT 
~ research on reading hu investigated the use rl pama and peer 
tutCl'S in ~isting scoools to irrpove reading accuracy and OC11pehensioo. Scxre of 
the techniques that have been used are Hearing Reading. Paired Reading. Shared 
Reading. Relaxed Reading. Pause. Pron1)t and Praise and Direct Imtructioo. Of 
these techniques. Direct Inmuction and Paired Reading have been shown to be the 
nDt effective prograrm using parents within the pimary scoool setting. 1-bwever, 
many studies in Paired Reading research have lacked experimemal data using 
parents as tutors in high schools. The aim of this paper was to ~ the inplCt of 
Paired Reading on the inp'ovement of cnl reading in a high school using parents 
as tut<rs. The subjects were 38, Yem 8 students. A pretest-pcmtest experimemal-
control design was used with the two dependent variables of accuracy and 
~ion. Specifically. the study sought to determine whether Paired Reading 
would produce higher levels of reading accuracy and caqxehemion than the 
existing school-based reading program. Results have shown that Paired Reading was 
not significantly better than the existing reading rrethod used at scoool. 
Supplementary analyses have, however, noted that the Neale Analysis of Reading 
Ability Revised (1988) may have specific problerm related to its use with a high 
school ~ation. The data suggests further investigatioo of Paired Reading in 
high scoools should be undertaken with an a~ of the ~ible limitati<n of 
the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Revised (1988). 
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1.1 Jnumgjnn 
Back&Rmd to tlx: Stucb' 
~1 
It ha ~ apparent that rmre panm are requesting greater 
1 
perticipatioo in their children's educatioo (Topping. 1987). This ha been 
reinforced through various legislative pocedures which emure paresltal 
involvement in education. Parental involvement has, for exarq>le, been 
utilised in the area of reading remediation (Keele & Harrison, 1971; 
Topping. 1991; Topping & Lioosay 1992; Wmter, 1989). There are, 
however, sorre teachers who look unfavoorably upon parental involvement 
and may see it as interference in their domain (Topping, 1984). For these 
teachers, parents are only valuable in providing useful backgrouoo 
information, and their roles do not extend to therapeutic intervention . Leach 
(1986) reports that it is~ that parents are difficult to train and are 
unreliable in direct intervention roles with their children, and therefore 
shoold not be used as change agents when dealing with school-t.ed 
problen. Ashman (19')4) suggests that irq>ediments to parentlpofes.gooal 
collaboration are due to previous negative experiesx:es when dealing with 
each other, the place where these interactkn have taken place mi the 
different psychological and social bamers that have been erected. 
Many researchers however have initiated pograrm involving pma 
as direct irmvention agents in regular schools (Femnte,z, 19')(); Hewiaoo, 
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1982; Lahey et al., 1977; Robsoo, Miller, & Bushell, 1984). The RSJlts from 
these studies have denomated that parenb are v«y good change agtns 
beaaJSe they are able to emure rmre ~ loog tenn therapeutic 
program; than rrmt profes.,ionai interventiooists. 
The use of parents ~ direct intervention agents cxiginates from two 
comideratiom. F'ustly, parents are the pimary socialising agents fa- their 
children, and therefore irx:luding them in the enhancement of their children's 
learning environment appears likely to be good therapeutic ~ 
Secondly, parents are in 2 strong pa;ition to mist with behavioor problerm. 
They control rmst of the reinforcers in their children's environment, and can 
usually provide the greatest nDtivation for change. This can be an enonmus 
advantage over the schooVcl~·oom situation where an already tern.1om 
teacher-pupil relation.wp may exist 
However, inviting parents to help their children with reading without 
specific guidelines will lead to limited~ (Glynn. 1980). An atterq)t to 
change this has been the development of reading prognum that can re used 
by parents at horre and in school (e.g., Reading Related Reading programs. 
Direct Imtruction Reading program; and ~ Oral Reading prognum). 
Of the different reading programs. research imo Saiped Oral 
Reading Prognum has been quite extensive. Specifically, an ml reading 
technique ca11ec1 Paired Reading tm soown great pomse when usec1 with 
pilel8 M tutors in pimary schools (e.g.. Topping, 1991). 
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Paired Reading ~ guides and povides suppm to pams helping 
their children to UJ¥0ve their reading ability. Nurnerom studies (e.g., 
Hewisoo. 1985; Joscelyne, 1989, 1991; Leach & Siddall, 1990, Leach, 1993) 
ming Paired Reading have p-ovided evidence of its oost effectivenes.1 and its 
SI~ in aoceJerating accuracy am OOll4lehemioo in reading. Most of the 
experimental studies oowever have been in pimary school settinp. Paired 
Reading studies (e.g.,Topping, 1989; Wmter, 19')1) that have been conducted 
in a high school setting using peer tutors to coach students (tutees) have 
soown promising results. These studies indicate that inpoving reading 
accuracy am corq,rehermon in high schools is still essential. The questioo is 
raised as to whether the Paired Reading technique using parents as tutors, 
that has proved so useful in primary schools, can also add value to reading 
programs in high schools. 
The reader will be introduced to some of the ideas am research 
soowing that parents can be useful adjWldS to the learning process with their 
children in general, am reading in particular. &me oosed reading prograrm 
will also be desaibed am the research disaassed to soow that oral reading 
program; appear to be the methodology of choice f<r pannal involvenm. 
0ra1 strategies will be oot1ined am research will be pesmed which 
program, ming paralts appears to be the oral reading pogl'Bffl cabed Paired 
Readm3-
The purpme of the researdl project pemlled hele, is to ane11fl' to 
experimemlly ~ a Paired Reading~ ming pma ~ tutms 
to inpove reading accuracy and 0011pehensioo skills in Year 8 studens 
mm a maimtream high scoool. Paired Reading will be OOllapared with the 
oogoing sdx>ol reading pogram. 
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1.2 Paou Inyolveun• in CiJdrm's 1 amin&, 
It appears that an argumem exists b the use of parens in 
renmiatioo pograrm involving children. This need is exacebated by ever 
increasing educational cutbacks. resulting in a reductioo in the time spm 
between teacher and student (Wmter, 1989). Collabcntioo aoo equal 
partneasbip in poblem solving have been utilised extemively with the 
disabled population (Raciti, 1993). There is, oowever, limited literature 
which has seen its application within the regular school populatioo (Leach, 
1986). 
Leach (1986) proffers three reasom for using parents as direct 
intervention agents: 
1. They can control the imrn.:mate learning environment of theu 
i'liildren. 
5 
2. Research has documented the irqxxtance of imividualised 
instruction as seminal to accelerated learning. Parents are in an ideal position 
to offer this kind of instruction. 
3. Parents are able to regulate reinforcement and povide the greatest 
opportunity for change. 
Since the late 1970's there has been an inaea9e in the ru1i>er of 
research papers documenting studies using pare, a ~ cflanF agents. A 
S8111)1e of these studies is peseaed: 
Fernandez (1990) taugtt pareillS to teach ftn:tiooal spadl to two 
aJristic children. Using a single subject reYersal d base.line (A-B) 
experirnelUI design, he clermmtrated incre&1e in v.ud mage f(X' both 
subjects. He recaded that parental involveum made the atisric chikhn 
more ~ve to the tutaing am ,therefcxe, was a maj<X" cu1l)Olltft in the 
children's ~-
6 
Leach and Ralph (1986) examined the use of general behavicual 
pinciples in designing, uq>lementing, am evaluating a collabcntive 
program f<r a 16 year old boy who ~ extaemely ~ve. 'Ii1e program 
involved parents checking daily school report cards am, through comultatioo 
with the boy, controlling the type of reinforcement and praise through the 
use of privileges. The results showed that there ~ a significant drop in rule 
violatioo behaviour by the fourth week. 
Lahey et al. (1977) were interested in testing the oollabcntive rmde 
using parents as change agents. Their program involved the daily use of 
report cards in which teachers of kindergarten children who were 
dermmtrating behaviOW' probl~ were given full responsibility f<r the 
uq>lementatioo of the program. Twenty-five cards were sent lone to parents 
who were not trained in any special way to react to the infamatioo. They 
were sent daily to the parents who were encouraged to share the infcnnatioo 
with their children and to reward them f<X" a good repcxt. PunislmeD was 
mt to be meted out f<X" poor reports. No odler' advice was offeied to the 
pareia. Results revealed increased participatim in dm am hr.-overmnt in 
7 
sleeping behaviours by appoximately 10-21)%. There 'WM also a reductioo in 
distracting behaviours of appoximately ~ 
Walberg (1983) has suggested that the atrrmphere at tone could 
aanmt fa- up to 50% of the variatioo in achievement of scmol childnn 
Specifically, Ashton, Stooey and Hanoon (1986) denoarated that by 
pamltS listening to their children read for 15 mimtes, five times per week, 
reading gmm of up to 1.8 years could be achieved. Pacrchal, Weimtein and 
Walberg (1984) have ooncluded from their research; 
"Because of the large aroount of tirre 
in the home environment, it appears 
that small variatiom in efficiencies of 
parental support of academic pro~ or 
direct teaching and stimJlation in the 
'curriculwn at home' can have a large effect 
(on learning)" (p. Cfl). 
1.3 The Fffiracy of Parent Ieacbina in Relatim to Beacfi!li, 
Traditional reading imtruction has esq>lmised iooividual oral 
reading programs. Specifically, schools have ad.-.,ted programs such as 
OF.AR (Drop Everything Ard React, SSR (Sustained Silent Reading) and 
USSR (Unimnupted Sustained Silent Reading) to ensure that there is 
cxnistert and ~ reading within scmol. li>weYer, dwirding 
resources and a cxniming need to broaden the aniculum have 1ee11 
remad q,pmtlmity fer teachers to hear children imividually. 'Du, in 
-•=ty ...L.!1..1-- ;-.nnl d to !-.U:-!-- !~vidual -,Gnn lauJ , uwuu:::u are M--~Y exposet UER.111.IUQa 11&11 u.-..... '6 
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pactice. The dual pm11 towards providing quality educatioo am pofesmolal 
accountability in the light of edt JCatioo aJtbacks, necesmtates the 
involvenBJt of parents in reading programs (W:mer, 1989). 'Du, lxxh 
interest am concern make it ~ for a coq>erative relatiooship 
between parent am school teacher (McNaughtoo, Glym & Robimoo. 1980. 
A problem with conventional reading programs at school is that in 
many cases what may appear to be reading, might in fact be ~y a child 
staring at the book (Topping. 1991). This is rrore prevalent with weak 
readers who, by the time they start high school, are quite adept at shielding 
their reading problerm. In summary, the developn1e11t of fluent am accurate 
reading is dependent upon the nexus of cla;e rronitoring of the program. 
irmmiate or delayed error correction and corrective, positive feedback 
(Leach & Siddall, 1990; Lindsay, Evam, & Jones, 1985). This nexus 
possibly excludes nut teachers bealuse of current cuniculwn ~ 
Although tailored ~ techoology has been used quite effectively in 
not school renmiatioo prognum, Bloom (1984) foooo from his review of 
the effective methods of one-to-one teaching in groups that there wm oo 
substitute b' one-to-one teaching am l1D1itaing. 
Dening (1985) atterqud in one sectioo of her eigtl week suly, to 
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medms were Pause, Pro11ti and Praise, Paired Reading and Hearing 
Reading. &eh medol involved oo-operatioo betwan the scmo1s am mins 
pme1u as tutors. Paresltal training W undertaken at school 00 a group am 
individual basis as well as individual ~ at lore. All pared ~ 
lasted 90 minutes. Foor oorne visits were also cooducted over the eigti week 
period. One hundred children flan a maimtream pimary school 
participated. Her results revealed that all three pared tutaing medms 
dertm.mated a significant increa.9e in reading accuracy. Significart 
irrpovemerlts were achieved in ~oo ~y when using the Pause, 
Pronti am Praise am Hearing Reading metoods. She concluded that brief 
pared training oould podure significant uqxovemenas in reading skills. 
Tizard. Schofield am Hewison (1982) in their study asked parents to 
hear their children read aloud fa- a few minutes. several times per week. 
Several research questiom were ~: Were parents willing? Were they 
able? am Were they effective as imtructors? The ~ to all three 
~ ~ affinnative. The results revealed a fP/o reductioo in below 
average performance on the NFER (National Foumatioo fer F.ducatiooal 
Research) test. No such reductioo w fourxl with the oontJol group. A 
follow-up cooducted a year later revealed that appoximately 9% d the 
project group were still below the age appqxiate starmrdised scae d 84 
w1pued to 2.5% to 30% of the aarol group. 1imd et al. an:luded that 
there w definitely merit in ming panns • remedial .... 
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Bushell, Miller and Robsoo (1982) deonauad die polellC)' rl 
perms • imtructms when training them to use die Paired Reading 
teclrique with 10 children, 9-11 years of age. This tec1rique involwd 
paraa reading with their children fer 20 nmues; six days per week. 
Results soowed an acceleratioo of 12 rmltm in both reading aca.ncy and 
ooupehen,ioo over a nine \Veelc period. The reseaithea"S added that aldnlgh 
there was no control group the results were eo:ouraging. A follow-up after 
six rmnth., revealed that gaim of 12-24 nmtm in accuracy and 1-12 rmldL1 
in eo11pehensioo were still being maintained. 
Other studies (Carrick-Smith, 1982; Glynn. McNaughtoo. Robinson 
& Quinn. 1980; Morgan, & Lyon. 1979; Quisenbeny, Blakermre & 
Warren, 1977) have also clellO'lmated the efficacy of using parents in 
~ reading remediation prognum 
1.4 Prirx;iples For the E(fegive Use of Parents• Dttcxs, 
Glym (1980) Im already suggested that tutaing effectiv~ is 
minimised without proper guidelines for parents. c.ahill (1981) fwrxl that in 
over 200 different ~ seen at the remedial reading centre at die University 
of Delaware, several had tried to teach their children to read with negative 
results. McNauglml (1981) denosrated that the majcrity of perms woo 
tutaed their children UBI proredures that ermnpd dependency ralher 
than independem reading. lu exarq,le he rded appoximaly 70% rl hi., 
p11ea, ml1)le povided die oorrect wod b1118iaely following 
11 
nisptnniadm. In .tditim. positive reinforoenalt w minimal and often 
sessioos were pn:tuated by criticism and verbal coera<Xl to "by a little 
harder." Bushell et al. (1982) also reported that pllelD in their pqpam 
foond it difficult to igroe errors befcxe being adequately trained - the 
ilq>licatioo being that they sped rmre tim: on ocnecting errors than on 
oorrect reading. This suggests that pare11ts may in some cases hinder the 
progres., of their children by using approaches that prormte depeolency. 
Therefcxe, there is need for reading remediation prognum that teach pmealls 
efficient approaches to hqxove their childrem' reading ability am po.rote 
imependent reading. 
Research by Leach (1986) ~ outlined seven principles for 
practitioners when working with parents~ direct intetvention agents. They 
are: 
1. Use pretested prognum that are suited to the nature of the 
poblern This not ooly irr1>lies using the nut cmt-effective prognum, but 
an E9eltial ~ of profes.,iooal accourability is that p-actitimers are 
keeping abreast of the latest intervention ~ 
2. Intervention prognum sloJld be the lemt nrusive, minimally 
disruptive and shwld fit within the routine and styles of the farmly. 
3. Imrvention prograrm shwld specify what is required d. paresa. 
This involves (a) setting PfflSe behavi<U8l pls that may involve teaching 
paams specific skills that are relevam mly to their pllticula' child, (b) 
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poviding written instructi<n or carefully saipted pograrm. (c) ~iating 
pamal ocnraccs to emure 0011111ibned to the program, and (cl) stating 
specific meBftfflel1t owunes regarding ~ernen of 
program goals and setting dates for review and (e) well ordlestrated 
initiatioo and terminatioo of pl)gl'8lm. 
4. If parents need to be trained, then this nut be dooe until pmeru 
are experts in program delivery. It is the psycoologist's duty to emure that 
parents are taught conectly. The s~e ~ of hearing a child read can lead 
to failure withoot proper imtrudion. 
5. A program once initiated, nut also be rmnita-ed, reviewed at 
some specified date, rmdified (if neaswy) and evaluated ~ to its ~. 
Quality checks are neaswy to emure the effi<3:1 of the program 
6. If an intervention program requires a loog-term appoach, then 
provisioo net be made for parental involvenmt for its duration. These 
proviskn include a) emuring that parents teach specific skills, b) emuring 
pretested, scriJml prognum are med. If these are ncx available. then 
proviskn for geueral p-oblem solving techniques net be incorporated im> 
the interventioo program, c) ensuring that self-regulauxy and 
self-reinfmament strategies are taugtt. These may involve aeating routines 
for the prognum, and rehearsing procecbes to enli.,t the SIJPP(lt of odler 
farmy meni>ets and friends and cl) psyddogiSIB need to nlXlify their role 
d trainer to that of oollalxntor. 
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7. If a program fails, a para• should nm be blarllld. Failure of a 
program stwld be auributed to either the design, the method of applicatioo 
er to inadequate training of the parents. This "IXH>lame" appoach can 
secure the future involvement of pareslls. 
1.5 liooJe:Bm1 Pami Dmin& Pqram, 
Leach and Siddall (19CJO) have identified many studies that have 
loaced at methods of teaching and guiding pments at OOOE to aist with 
their children's reading skills. F.arly studies coocentrated oo poviding the 
ideal "reading environment" (Leach & Siddall, 19CJO, p. 349) and inpoving 
the relatiomhip between horre and school. However, rmre recent studies 
have looked at devising and ~ing carefully scripted parent tutmng packap 
(e.g., Tq,ping & Wolfendale, 1985). These studies generally use different 
parent/child/ school populations, training procedures and evaluatioo 
techniques. Despite the obvious differences and vmying degrees of sncres.~. 
all studies support the importarx:e of training parents ac; tutcn. Tutaing 
procedures in the main are one of three main types; reading related activity 
programs, direct imtruction programs and scripted oral reading pactice 
pograrm. 
The relevant merit of the three types of tutmng procedures will be 
disclesed. 
Several studies (Cahill, 1981; Fry, 1971, 198.5; Jacobwitz, 1979; 
Keele & Harrison, 1971; Neidermeyer, 1970) no reading relaled acdvity 
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~ in kmeqadeia and pimly scmols sugpst inpowmn in 
specific reading subskills, (i.e., blending. 90lftling and wmi iecognitioo) is 
oot ~ with children being able to read from texts. To detemme 
fluem reading. an ~at of how bknfing, 90lftling and wmi 
recognitim affects a'8l reading would be advarageom. Smith (1978) Im 
irxticated that children's reading skills are developed "by reading." Sound, 
letter or wmi recognition may be ~ to the reading process, but they 
are oot sufficient and learning of one does oot ilq>ly the acquisition of the 
other. 
If the goal is to guide parents in helping to irq)rove their child's 
reading. then these program; may not be the best tutaing vehicle. Parent 
time is precioos and program; that require loog training stints and exasgve 
resources work agaimt the goal of maxim.m gain with minirwm imtruction 
(Dening. 1985). 
The Direct Imtruction Reading Program; (DISr AR) ( Englemann & 
Bnmer, 1975) appear to be very poouctive and have derTDlmated reliable 
gains (e.g., Engelmann. Haddox, & Bruner, 1983; Leach, 1985; Leach & 
Siddall, 1990; Noon & Maggs, 1980). However, these studies reveal nw 
factas that may be problematic for pea in a tutmng role; (a) for some 
of these prognum at least nine lrm of perm training are nc e ded and 
(b) Direct Insttuction prog1anis seaaeraUy involw the pwdme of expemhe 
lllftJlls ,nJ/or inalruction booklels. The Incb JCIF dJild IQ met book is an 
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The popularity of cnl reading pogr8l1B Im increased f<r two main 
remon.~. Fustly, they rely rmre oo ooa111itmn by participns rather than 
oo expertise, arxl they do not require exasive resourees. Ready aaxs to 
suitable reading material is all that is required. Unlike other programs, there 
are oo expemive manuals, tutaing kits, reading games/activities « cards. 
Secoodly, their SI~ in the reductioo of reading deficits is well 
documented by research (e.g., Ashton et al., 1986; Houghtoo & Glynn, 1993; 
Houghtoo & Bain, 1993; Morgan. 1976; Tq:,ping, 1984, 198.5, 1986, 1987, 
1989, 1991; Twud et al., 1982). 
Many of the children who have difficulties with reading tend to have 
a rediaced q,portunity to read from texts for a variety of experiences 
(McNaughton et al., 1981). Most remedial programs use reading related 
programs aoo these, ~ we have seen, are not always the best vehicle to 
uqxove reading (Dening, 198.5). Fngelmann et al. (1983) have pointed out 
that one of the difficulties with traditional reading programs is their inability 
to facilitate clear cormulicatioo. They add that quite often, children are 
made to tmderstarxl the written word before they koow how to decode it 
Researdl denDIStlates that E verbal coding increases SO does 
COliiprehemioo (Oms, 1980). As decoding is dependem oo the ability to 
SOIDi and blenl leuers, this would involve reading alood. A good reading 
p1ognan should therefme involve reading • '9000 ,e possible (F.,welnmt1 ,et 
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al., 198.1). 
In the early to mid-197(Js a rumer of cnl reading pog11111• and 
strategies, ming parenlS a twn, develq,ed. These studies fOCI.BSed mainly 
oo general parenting strategies aimed at iqmving the reading enviro111ne11t 
at honE (e.g., Crane-, 1971; Duncan & Voo Behren, 1974; Hubbald & Salt, 
1975: Stemer & Mueller, 1973; Strom & J<ilmoo, 1974). From the late 
197(Js oowards, scripted courses relying oo teaching mx-e cmq>lex 
parenting skills have been developed (e.g., Bwdett, 1986; Graziaoo, 1 m; 
Heath. 1981; ODell, 1974; Topping & Wolfendale, 1985; Wareing, 1985, 
Y omg & Tyre, 1983). 
Of these saipted prognum, five main oral reading tutorial packages 
that ~ parents as tutors have been utilised~ 
1. Pause, Pron1)t ard Praise (Qlvnn, McNaughton, Robimon & 
Quim, 1979). 
2) Shared Reading (Greening & Spn=eley, 1987). 
3) Relaxed Reading (1..irmay et al., 1985) 
4) Hearing Reading (Hewison & T'mrd, 1980). 
5) Paired Reading (Mqan, 1976) 
1.6 A Deacriptim of the Pann DlkJmi Prqprm that Uae Oral Beadina 
Ircbokpn 
thee fDlrll& ag;t Pmi¥ 
The Pallle, Prorr" am Praise pn:ndure places i1s en..- oo 
measing the tutm and child's behavi<u. Pre and p11t meaues are 
. . • ..c.., ilmlBiC to a successrw outcome. 
To facilitate use of this appodl seYeral S1ep8 ,are necessmy: 
1. When introducing the bed a brief desaqmoo of the book's 
2. An errcr made while reading is ID conected f<r appoximately 
five seconds {pwwe), to allow f« self-<:aTeCtion. 
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3. If after 5 seconds self-correction does not occur, the tlltm' po.if* 
the reader. 
4. A mawrum of two pron~ can be used (either attending to the 
graphics or the contextual clues) to mist the child to ca,pe.'lem the vod. 
The specific skill of self-correctioo ard ~ correctioo is taugti am 
reinforced. Reading accuracy is deperdent on the accuratt: fad>ack povided 
by these two nEChanisms. 
5. The final COIJ4)0flellt of the~ is )Dile. This is povided f<X' 
all self-correcti~. oorrectioos that were proa,.-,d and <Xll1eCt inclependelt 
reading. This method is used to ermurage the child to anirue his,tler-
effats. 
6. At the em of each sesmoo, questioos are asked ab<u the text to 
7. Books med slnJld be at the appropriate readi!w IF leYeJ (i.e., 
ID wo difficult). A full desaipticm is in Appendix A 
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Training of tutms in the Pause, Prou.- and Praise aeclrique is <kn 
individually and is mually cooducted in the tuta's tone. To facilitate parest 
training, two oome visits are necemry. S~y, at least tine tutm'ing 
sessi<m per week are taped by the parem tutoc. Tapes are then analysed, and 
results are obtained and presented in grapiic foon. In their study, lbJgtnl 
and Glym (19')3) delmmtrated significant iqxovem.n in reading aa:tJl'8C)' 
and COitpehen~im. 
Pause, PronJJt and Praise requires extemive nmitaing by both 
practitiooer and parents. Home visits are required necxs,itating behaviour 
recording. which subsequently require coding by the practitiooer. There is 
also an ~ on individual training, similarly requiring extensive 
practitiooer involverrent. Despite being able to train larger group; in Pause, 
PronJJt and Praise (e.g., 0 Connor, 1984). extensive nmitcxing is still 
required. 
2. Shared 8ra<Ji0& 
Greening and Sperx:eley (1987) describe Shared Reading ~ 
essentially a rmdelling technique which calls fer the sirwltaneom reading of 
the text by partner and child Althoogh it shares SORE features of Paired 
Reading. Shared Reading does oot pay any attentioo to emn. ire partner 
aninues to real with the child even thoogh the child is making mi.c;takes. 
Shared Reading povides a OOIM.IOl8 flow of reading while maxinaing the 
use of rmdelling (i.e., adually giving the MXd to the mild). 
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1. Parerlts are invited to a meeting at the school and shown a video 
00 Shared Reading. 
2. The researdlers - that paretlts engage in Shared Reading with 
their child fa- 10 minutes, six nights per week. The pqoct is undertaken fa-
a short term 
3. The children select their own books and bring them home. It is 
~ that Shared Reading is also done in school by a remedial 
teacher. 
4. There are no horre visits. 
3. Relaxed BeacJi Di 
Relaxed Reading is a technique that concentrates on the manner in 
which reading is taught (Lirxtsay et al., 1985). Although the COfi1)0llelltS of 
Relaxed Reading are similar to ~ of Paired Reading, the Relaxed 
Reading technique focuses rmre on the reduction of the childs anxiety 
dwing reading. Parents and children are therefore oot taught the specifics of 
Paired Reading. 
The following steps are ·~ in Relaxed Reading: 
1. A reminder of the irq>ertance of pme11tal involvemem with their 
children's reading. No mention is made of the Paired Reading tedritp. 
2. A stres.fflll reading 99ion is dermistrated which culrrinates in a 
ctiscusmon about the 99ioo. 
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The p\"l!Cedlare b training the paens takes the following slepS: 
1. Parents are invited to a meeting at the sdlool and shown a video 
00 Shared Reading. 
2. The researchers - that paresis engage in Shared Reading with 
their child for 10 minutes. six nights per week. The pqect is lDBtaken b 
a short term 
3. The children select their own boocs and bring them tone. It is 
~ that Shared Reading is also done in school by a remedial 
teacher. 
4. There are no home visits. 
3. Relaxed Bt'Nli Ji 
Relaxed Reading is a tedmique that concentrates oo the manner in 
which reading is taught (Lloosay et al., 1985). Although the corqx>nents of 
Relaxed Reading are similar to ~ of Paired Reading. the Relaxed 
Reading technique focuses rmre oo the reductioo of the child's anxiety 
during reading. Parents and children are therefore not taught the specifics of 
Paired Reading. 
The following ~ are 1~ in Relaxed Reading: 
1. A reminder of the irqxxtance of pannal involvemert with their 
children's reading. No mention is made of the Paired Reading technique. 
2. A stresdul reading 99ioo is deno61Jated whim ai1nmates in a 
diSCllBioo about the sesmm. 
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3. Under supervisioo, pareia am children pacace reading lqledaer. 
Parents are guided ro reduce negative cu111eu am ro increme positiw 
reinfo1mne11t. There is oo specific rmhod taugtt, only the iqxovemem of 
the ~ ament style of iruraction. 
Although the Shared Reading mf Relaxed Reading tecmiques 
demlmtrate reading UJ1)l'OVement, they have flaws; (a) the research on both 
approaches is limited, (b) while procedures are outlined, the cuq,onesats of 
Shared Reading mf Relaxed Reading that make them succesmJI are not 
succinaly ootlined in the researd1, (c) COl'mStency in in¥<>ving accuracy, 
but not ~ion is ciermrlsrated. am (d) the Shared Reading am 
Relaxed Reading studies have obtained results without using control group,. 
4. Hearin& Beading 
The Hearing Reading approach (Hewison & Ti7Jll'd, 1980) requires 
oo specific training skills apart from advising the parent am demntrating 
the irrp)rtance of praise. The major advantage of this approach is that it 
blends with the existing way that parents listen ro their children read. Parents 
tend robe comfatable with it, am are rrore willing ro participate hecanse 
they are oot required ro learn a new technique. The approach follows these 
principles: 
1. A warm. relaxed am happy ~ nut be established. 
2. Comistent use of praise for carect reading am self-axrectioo of 
errors. 
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3. Allowing tine b the child to effect self-anectioo 
4. Supplying (rmdelling) the conect 'MXd when the child does ta 
self-<arect. This appoaal is b&cJed 00 firxlinp that the povisioo of 
opportunities fa- a child to be heard reading is an iu.,artart fact« to 
iJqxoved reading ability. 
Hearing Reading may be best utilised a an intemive appoaal, 
when used in short bursts (Sig&<n Mlingtoo, Banks, & Striesow, 1984). 
The maja- difference between this appoach 800 providing opportunities 
fa- a child to read is the frequent use of praise. 
A main difficulty with Hearing Reading studies is the focus oo the 
overall habit of reading rather than on a specific tutoring approach. Research 
by l..each 800 Siddall (1990) have suggested that uq,rovements in reading 
can ooly be expected from imtructional prognum that arap<nte precise 
teaching metoods. Hearing Reading studies tend to correntrate oo r.nenC 
reading gaim with oo consistent mention of specifics regarding accuracy 800 
oonpehermoo. 
s. Paired Bra1ina 
The technique of Paired Reading uses two ~dx>logical pimples 
to help remediate reading difficulty: 
1. A particlpn rmdelling appoaa1 in cootinatioo with the 
pinciples of open11t cxntitiooing. Oppomrities are aeated fcr the 
qlisition d coaea reading re&pmlleS dwough p)Sitive rei11!0RB1B1t 
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(Mmpl. 1976). 
2. Paired Reading appoaches reading at a psyddinguistic level. A 
reader is given an opporb.rity to rely rmre oo the meaning and p111aical 
slnJctUre of the text by reducing the time spen oo emn and diffiadt v.uds. 
This palDeS rmre fluency and reliance oo anextual clues. If a child is 
attentioo will oot be available for corq:,rehemioo (Curtis, 1~ Tq,pin& 
1985). As parent 800 child anticipate having to deal with diffirult words, 
anxiety is suh9equently reduced. 800 this may also aid the psyddinguistic 
proces., (Bushell, et al., 1982). 
The Paired Reading ~ involves the following steps; 
1. Sitml~ Reading - the parent 800 child start reading 
together. At this juncture. the child receives both auditay 800 visual 
information. 
2. When the child makes a mistake, the parent waits approximately 
four secoods, to allow for self-anection, before poviding the oorrect 
respome. 
3. Independent Reading- this involves a pearranged signal, (e.g., a 
knock oo the table or a nudge), indicating the childs intenioo to read aJooe. 
4. During the Independent Jnlle, if the child makes an emr, the 
four secxnl delay is also applied. liJwever, after this delay the parest and 
child resume reading together. The mild can then apin initiare Independent 
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reading at any time. 
5. The pare11t should paise the child f<r self~ at either the 
rroneJlt of corq>letioo. <r at the end of the semerre. In additioo, paise can 
be given each time the child signals to read alooe. 
6. Paired Reading should be engaged in each day f<r a mininun of 
five ard a maxinun of 15 mirrutes. Topping am lioosay (1992) ~ 
~ that correct reading is the focus of the program aoo oot emr 
correctioo per se. 
7. All reading material is chosen by the child (see Appendix B). 
Paired Reading is designed for short term, intemive reading 
remediation. 
There are several advantages in using the Paired Reading approach; 
(a) reading irxiependence is encouraged in the secure environment of the 
home, (b) it is a very sin1>le technique that adapts to changes in both 
individuals am their reading style, (c) it focuses on perlmnanre rather than 
on remediating individual subskills, (d) it uses the existing strategy of 
reading words that the child has already learnt (Magari & Lyon, 1979), 
(e) the ~ is not on mistakes, but oo correct reading. (f) paise is 
given f<r all reading achievements, (g) failure is minimised by 
cax:e1mating oo understanding the whole text am (h) the child ~ 
hWher reading material, thus reinf<Xcing anirmity of the reading 
cannib1at. 
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Training parera in the Paired Reading tecmique can be cooducted 
in either one a- two group meetinp. am parera are trained in two phases; 
(a) Simlltaneous reading a- reading together am (b) lrdeperdeD leading. If 
two ~ are held, at the first meeting pareaa are t&ust- the 
Simlltaneous piase, while the seam meeting may be used to povide 
feedback am to diso~ the application of the lndepelon pme. 
Apparently, the choice of appoadt does oot affect reading outame. 
Topping. Mallimon, Gee aoo Hughes (198.5) trained volunteers in 
one SESioo, ~ a video aoo supervision ~ions. Their target group 
comisted of six intellectually disabled participants between the ages of 
8-14. Feedback ~ obtained by the use of coloured carm fa- different 
weeks. These cards were sighted by the cl~ teacher. They contained 
infonnation about the name of the book, the length of the ~ioo, details of 
the tutor aoo what time of the day the ~ioo ~ comucted. After 17 
weeks of Paired Reading. rrean gaim of 10.5 noltm in reading accuracy 
aoo 11.5 rronths in COfl1)1'ehemion were reoorded. 
Leach aoo Siddall (1990) used one, 90 minute sesgoo to teach toll 
Simlltaneous aoo lrdeperdeD reading to the pareslts of 10, Grade 1 
children. Their results revealed that Paired Reading am Direct lmttuction 
were superi<X' to Hearing Reading am the Pause, Pro.1.i am Praise rnetmd 
denumating two to three times the ~ in accuracy am 
Wii4Xe.'lemion skills. 
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Morgan arxl Lym's (1979) study oomistm c:l 12 to 13 scno11 to 
train arxl nmita' patent's use of the two pmes. The participllis were 
between 8-11 years of age. Mean gaim of 115 rmre.. in reading acancy 
and 11. 75 rmntm in conpehelmon were recoded f<r the childrm over a 
six rmrlth period. 
Home visits may also be coooucted fatnigtmy. Dening (1985) stated 
that this can help to emure that parents use the technique axrectly. A maj<r 
area of axrern however is the ability to control the armunt of negative 
feedback a parent may give a child Quite often parents believe that they are 
providing adequate praise aoo are usually quite surpised when they are told 
the opposite. Morgan aoo Lyon (1979) fourd that before ttaining positive 
reinforcement was not significantly provided by parents while listening to 
their child read. It appears ~ to teach parents the art of praise to 
n-mtery level, aoo thereby increme their level of~- Parents 
~ can be assessed as either, (a) <XJn1)(!tent perfcnnance of the 
desired skill, (b) desired skill not perfmned corq,etently (X' 
(c) nonperfonnarr.e of the skill. Cllecklists can be designed ~ing these 
aiteria for feedback which provides infcxmation regarding the need f<r extra 
training. 
Miller (1987) used an "Elements Olecklist" that rated the dyad of 
paaeac and child during the two pta9es of Paired Reading (i.e., SirnJltanecu 
and Imeper«leaC reading). F'afty-four checklisls wele COIi.piied. Af. the 
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oooclmiat d the study. dee psychologism used the results to deCenDne the 
lbm visits denomrate participn imrest by p-actitiooers and can 
be a soun:e of enoouragement. VJSits have the poteamal to ~ the 
~scoool relati<nhip, and to enhance co-operatioo between pareia and 
teachers. This can be strengthened further if scoool staff perfcnn the visits. 
Further evidence suggests that Wll~ scoool staff beoome actively involved 
in the use am prormtion of the Paired Reading technique, reading gaim 
may oot be maintained. Bushell et al. (1982), fourd that enhanced reading 
levels returned to ~luk! neasures when school staff were oot actively 
involved. 
However, with dwirdling resources in education, the provision of 
horre visits which can be quite cmly. becomes a contentiom i~ An 
~ question to be •ed therefore is, do horre visits (oc the lack 
thereof) affect reading outcomes? 
Miller, Robson am Blmlell (1986) in their Paired Reading program 
used for1nightly horre visits to IIDlitcr participants in the experimerwal 
group. Their results revealed accuracy gaim of Z.43 rmntm fix' the 
experimerwal group am 0.81 ~ foc the cootroI group. Gaim in 
oonpehensioo were 4.36 ~ and 1.69 1mnth.~ respectively. Leach and 
Siddal.l (1990) used one meeting, one oome visit and a telepDle call to 
paeaa. Results showed sumtadial ~ in reading adliewmen. 
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liJRver, an earlier study by Lindsay et al (198.5) fourd that there wa. m 
significam diffeieuce in reading gains obtained fer two &mJP' where me 
received hrme rrmitaing am the other nmitaing by Jm1e- Using the 
Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (1st ed.) (1958), their results smwed a 
mean gain of 5.57 rmritm in accuracy fc:r their tOOII saq>1e ~ am 
plOle rrmitaing). 
These studies indicate that although fmnighdy oome visits may be 
ideal, reading gaim are rot generally adversely affected by infrequent visits, 
or by the use of other rrodes of nmitaing (e.g., plOle nmitaing). 
Paired Reading approaches reading from the point of view of 
irq)roving accuracy as well as inµoving corq,rehemion. Morgan aoo 
Lyon's (1979) ~rudy showed rrean gaim of 11.75 rronths for accuracy aoo 
11.5 rronths for ~ion after a three rronth trial. Similarly, Bushell 
et al., (1982) achieved rrean gaim of 5.8 rronths aoo 13 rronths respectively 
in accuracy aoo ~ion aoo Bush (1983) achieved rrean gaim of 
11. 75 rrmtm aoo 17.25 O'Oltm respectively. 
In swnnary, Paired Reading does rot require loog training ~iom 
or comistent oome visits to delmnstrate reading gaim. The technique can be 
tauglx to parents at the group level, du allowing fc:r a greater rumer of 
parents am children to benefit from this approach (e.g., Topping. 1991). 
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1.7 Inudve Qn:luskn 
lmtructim programs am SaiJ*d Oral Reading pognu1B suggest that they 
have been develq,ed fa- use by parents, an evaluatioo ex them mini the 
seven pinciples developed by Leach (1986) (oo p. 11) fa- the effective use 
of parents ~ tutors will add rrore imight to their relative effectivene&, ~ 
tuta"ing programs that can be ~ by parents. 
1. Apart from the Reading Related Activity and the Hearing Reading 
programs all other tutoring packages me scriJ*d programs. 
2. All the reading program, can be irq>lemented arourd family 
routines. 
3. The reading research (e.g., Dening, 1985) suggests that reading 
gaim are rrore stable when scripted program, are used. Scripted programs 
have several advantages (e.g.. precision goal setting, appopriate training 
procedures and the provision for negotiating parental contracts). 
4. All th~ reading programs have tutoring strategies except for the 
Hearing Reading program, which exteoos the existing parental metmd of 
listening to the child real. 
5. Only the Reading Related Activity programs appear to have an 
inadec:J181e nmitaing system. Fry (1985) rued that reading gaim in her 
study were slut lived bealll9e ex the nmitcring system. 
6. All reading programs appear to be slot term. infensM proglMI& 
7. Nooe d the reading program; deacribed sa,gest that failwe to 
pogram; is that failure is likely to be due to iralecplte pann training m 
IIDlitaing of the reading program (e.g.. McNauglnl et al •• 1981). 
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A specific examination of the pann tutming packages in primary 
scoools reveals that the reading related activities appoacJt is the I~ 
effective in irq)roving overall reading performance. All the literature cited 
suggests a lack of generalisation from bleooing and sourxling skills to actual 
reading. The research provided suggests that oral reading program; ming 
parents in a primary school setting appear to be the rmst sucoe&fflll.The 
rmst intrusive and rmst e~ive method is the Direct Instruction approach, 
as parents are extemively trained ~ing manuals and other literature. Pause, 
Pron~ and Praise involves 50% rrore training ti~ than Paired Reading. 
and requires rrore home visits to help train and rmnita- tutors (Dening. 
1985). Relaxed Reading and Shared Reading share a similar format to 
Paired Reading, but there is a dearth of research f'el01ing succesmJI 
program; ming these strategies. Hearing Reading is the sirr1>1est and least 
intrusive method. and reading gaim achieved were apparently stable. 
li>wever, research by Leach and Siddall (1990) Im suggested that its lack 
d structtae makes it unreliable a, a reading method. 
The ooly tecmique that suggests the cmsistm utilisatim « paera 
a. tut(d, and has a denndbaled research base in priuwy sdms, al1hough 
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lacking expe1ime11tal data in a high scmol seuing, appears to be Paired 
Reading. Results S1,ggest that: (a) it appears to be ooe of the ~ mi 
lemi expesmve to urpement, (b) training pares~ appears easy mi relatively 
sirq>ie, (c) the method can be u.,eci in training lqer ~ of pareslls arxi 
students, thereby rmking it cost effective, (d) it requires minimal nDlitoing. 
(e) p-evioos research ~ dermmtrated is effecti~ and (t) it appears to 
adhere to the ' max/min principle' of maxim.un gain fer mininun 
intervention. 
t.8 Review of Paired RPJK1iDi snadies 
A sumtantiaJ armunt of literature pertaining to Paired Reading is 
available. To achieve the purpose of this review, the focus will be on 
rnaimtream Paired Reading programs. Paired Reading studies which focus 
on adult literacy in tertiary education and with specialised group; involving 
children and/or adults with learning difficulties are beyond the soope of this 
review. 
The main standardised tests ~ fer reporting reading gaim in the 
review are either the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (1st ed.) (1958) er 
the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (2nd ed.) (1966). The rmde of 
reporting is in the form of Alxuncy and Carpehemioo scores. H ooe score 
is repmted then it is listed ~ an "accuracy" scae. 
The Paired Reading studies to be discussed will be divided irm fcu 
(*!Pies: 
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1. Outcome Studies - where reading gains reported are from pe,lpost 
analyses perfonned on the results from the standardised reading tea 
erq>loyed. 
2. Miscue Stooies - where reading gains are derived from pe,lpost 
emx analyses, povided by starxlardised reading teses. 
3. Studies with Follow-up Data - Paired Reading studies have med 
follow-up; to determine the efficacy of gaim bey<ni the initial experimeml 
stage. 
4. Other Studies - some Paired Reading studies have provided other 
information affecting the dyad of parent and child 
Ma;t studies reviewed report gaim in reading ages rather than using 
statistical information. The majority of Paired Reading studies have used 
primary school aged populations. 
1. Outaxre Studies 
Few Paired Reading studies have reported detailed information on 
the behaviour of their participants. Morgan and Lyon (1979) collected 
baseline and post-training data pertaining to the perc81tage of verbal 
reinfon:etnent by parents as tutors. The subjects in this study were between 
8-11 years of age. In alJ four pn1f/child dyads, the perc81tage rl -.ads 
verbally reinfmm ra.e from 0% at baseline to between 50% am 75% over 
a rumer of ses.1ions la,ting between 3 ml 4.5 Inn. 
The Bushell et al ' Stlxly (1982) used lone vi.us to fill wt 
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observatiooal checklists pertaining to parea• and child behaviour. The 
childrm in this mJdy ranged from 8-11 years of age. Infcnnatioo fnxn the 
checklists revealed the eleO"Ents of the Paired Reading approach were the 
reading together phase (synchrony, ~justment of pace by parallS, the childs 
attention to each VJOrd. the arrount of tine for self-axrection and the 
parent's ability to reroodel errors that were made) and the Independent phase 
(childs signals, ~ by parent/s, praise. parents imicating minor errors. 
the return to the reading together phase after 4 seconds and the regularity of 
praise). The researchers were also interested in whether the reading material 
was chosen by the child. and if parents avoided negative and anxiety-
provoking cooments. AH checklists were coiq>Jeted by the raters and there 
was no interobserver reliability. The checklists were separated into two 
categories; (a) high and low auality of reading together, and (b) independent 
reading. 
In the reading together phase. 44 checklists were rated as high 
quality while 1'.) were rated as )ow quality. There was wide variation 
with regard to the element of parental praise when signalling and for reading 
alone. Therefore. the elerrent of praise was igrued as an indicator of the 
quality of the Paired Reading ses.gon. In the hxleperuem phase, 37 
cheddists were deooted as high while 17 were comidered to be in the low 
categay. The initial analyses revealed that age, test saxes. sex. reading ages 
and delays had a oon-significari effect on readi11g gain,. A ablequed 
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statistical analysis of the specific chedclist items between the two ~ 
revealed ooly one significant element, the return to the reading togecher 
plme (after the Indeperdent phEe of reading). Out of all the diffetent 
elements of Paired Reading ooly four correlated with the reading accuracy 
gaim; the quality of independent reading (.27), the peranage of wools read 
iooependendy (.25), the quality of reading together (.10) and the total 
armunt of tiire spent on Paired Reading. The researchers speculated that the 
reading together phase was integral to the elimination of parental aiticism 
and, therefore, inflllt!nced all other~ of parental behaviour. 
Kroeger (1989) used the Paired Reading approach to determine the 
effectiv~ of parental reinforcerrent of various reading skills taught at 
horre. She involved 27, Grade 1 children over a 10 week program Scaes 
on The Informal Reading ~rrent Test (Form B) (Gerrard & Beard. 
1971) indicated a posttest ifl1)l"Overrent of 92.3% and an iocrease of at least 
two reading levels of the targeted group, well exceeding the anticipated goal 
of 80%. In addition. the researcher administered a survey to both students 
and parents at the begiming and at the end of the study. The student's 
survey ooted a 25.2% iocrease in the group's reading interest. This w 
slightly below the targeted 30% ~ The parent's survey ooted a 9.2% 
UJ¥0Vemenl in their attitude toward reading and involvenell in a reading 
program The expected U11)IO\'emem in attitude of 15% w ID achieved. 
li>wever, all students reached the desired goal of reading achievemen fer 
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their age group. 
To detennine the efficacy of studies ming peer-timed Paired 
Reading. Lirmick. McNaughtoo and Glym (1985) collected quite detailed 
data oo three pairs of tutors aged between 10-11 years and tutees aged 
between 6-8 years. The researchers noted that they med a miru variation of 
the Paired Reading teclmique. Their pre-training bmeline ·rrea.ues were 
~ on six pararreters; armunt of disamioo, praising for oorrect ~ 
and iooependent reading, attention to enors, supplying unknown words, 
eliciting positive ~ and avoiding negative comrrents. The pairs were 
observed weekly, but no interobserver reliability was cited. 
After training, a substantial increase in praise for correct respording 
and reading alone was found. In addition, prol11)ting to obtain the correct 
~ from the tu~ also increased. The attention to enors increac,ed 
slightly. but the quantity of supplying unknown words and negative 
comrrents remained the saire. 
Winter (1991) analysed audio-~ of 18 pupils, 10-11 years of 
age woo were participating in projects in two different scoools. Two 
diffirulties with this study were that (a) there were rmre students in one of 
the scoool sarq>les, which affected the ~ of the study, and (b) the 
students were not rarxlomly selected. The '.l'UIObserver reliability rates were 
between .28 and .93. The elements measured in the study, were the qunity 
of corrected ard urmrected errors. aoo the annn cl positive wdJal 
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reinfmmneat. An atteq,t to collect data oo olher elemela oould oot be 
<b1e reliably. Wmter repMed that the use d paise was lower than ooe in 
200 VtUds er less than twice every five DmJtes. Six tut«/tutee pairs did oot 
use paise at all. The arrount of uocarected errors ootweighed cmected 
errors by a ratio of 4:1. Despite this. all pairs were cxeistm in ming 
mxlelling to correct errors. Mxlelling accoonted fer 98% of the observed 
error correction. There was consistency in the way participants behaved 
~ all the sessiom that were observed. It was also noted that oorrelatiom 
between reading accuracy and ~ion did not attain statistical 
significaoce. 
Sutton (19') I) ~ the peer-tutored Paired Reading approach ~ ooe 
of her approaches with a mixed group of 17, Grade 1, 2 and 3 children over 
a 12 week period. The Brigance Oral Reading test (Brigance, 1985) was 
~ ~ a pre/post rreasure of reading achievement. Results indicated 
significant iocreases in the fluency rates of both student group; (S8.9o/o) and 
a significant ~ in word errors (25%). The arrount of ture that 
students were engaged in reading books increased, and the nwmer of books 
reoo by the target students also ~ significamly. 
Leach (19'J3), in her study, used a Paired Reading program to 
ascertain the reading achievemn aoi reading attitude of a selected group of 
10 primary school studens. The students were pailed together by relying oo 
the results of a studen attitude survey. This was a teacher devised aney 
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ooupised of 20 questi<n. It smq>led reading aaitudes ,that irduded 
irxiepelon reading preferaleeS, reading c:tooe at school, aelf-pen,eptim of 
the studert as a reader, and reading strategies. In additioo. at risk studera 
identified m:xe able readers in the clmroom and were paired with them in 
the das.woni fer a 16 week period. sharing and rmdelling reading 
strategies. The Calif<rnia Test of ~ic Skills (Tiegs & Carte. 1963) w 
used as a pre/pc& ~ of achievemert. In addition, a pre/pc& attitude 
survey was also administered to view changes in attitude toward testing. The 
student attitude swvey indicated an irq)roved attitude to reading fer both 
tutee and tutor. Gains in reading achieverrent were dermmtrated in both 
tutees and tutors. Tutees gained an average of 2 rrontm while tutors gained 
0.9 rmntm. 
An analysis of the Paired Reading studies using Outcome data 
suggest contradictory findin~ in sorre of the parent-tutored Paired Reading 
progrcum and peer-tutored Paired Reading progrcum. Results from different 
reading studies appear to reflect the structure of the delivesy method 
erq>loyed rather than the propasecl reading rmhod. 
2. Miscue Stydies 
()ute a few studies that have used the Neale Analysis d Reading 
Ability (1st ed.) (1958) and the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (2nl ed.) 
(1966) have measured changes in the rate d reading. In the Lindsay et al. 
(1985) SIUdy, there was a pcsuest rednctim in the rate d 1eadis,g. ~' 
in many studies (e.g., Wimer, 1985), there haw aaaaJly been ulCftlWS 
(170A, in the Wner study) in posttest readi11g rates. Ma reading style 
studies have meet some fmn of miscue er emr analysis in a lft/posttest 
famat 00 t'M> different parallel texts of simJs ability. 
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There are several studies that describe reading style man,e in 
parert-tutond prognum. Not all of them are available. Two sudt studies .are 
listed below. 
Scott's (1983) study used pre and ~ measures from a 
standardised test ~ well ~ a miscue analysis when analysing the benefits of 
a Paired Reading program. The participants were between 9-11 years of age. 
Only one participant clerromtrated slight irqxovement. The miscue analysis 
dermrstrated that thcR involved in Paired Reading started to use contextual 
clues altoough this was lUlpredictable and irregular. 
Wmter (1985) collected reading style data from 10 out of his 33 
students. The participants were between the ages of 9-11 aid were all 
below.average readers. In a pre/post analysis, the 10 students were 
audiotaped reading Form 1 of the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (1%6). 
Paretds were trained in the Pame, Pron .. and Praise and Paired Reading 
pocecbe. When pa;ttested, it was found that rate rl reading had increased 
while enus had decrea,ed by 22%, refmals by m, am self-amectiom had 
oot changed. There were no signifian differeaaces between the two reading 
appoaches. 
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S.,..erai studies have cmrmm thmllelws with peer-tl*Rd paned 
reading cuing which reading style analysis w wmtalcen. A saul)le c:A 
pi>lished studies is listed below. 
Wuter and lDw (1984) repxted data on 15 of their 10-11 year old 
tutm, in a study \Bing same-age tutas. Using parallel readability rem. 
tutees' rate of reading rose by an average of 30% while the en'<X' rate fell by 
an average of 50%. In addition the percentage of self-<XXredion rose by 70% 
while the percentage of refusals fell from 7% to Oo/o. These changes were 
rot as significant for the 1~ able tutees. apart frcm the fact they 
dermrastrated a greater reduction in the percentage of refusals. 
Cawood and Lee (1985). repxted a study where 11-12 year old 
rerrmial students were tutored by 14 year olds. Results were repxted for 16 
of the 22 participants using pre/post parallel texts. The percentage of errors 
fell for all 16 participants while for 12 of the 16. the percentage of refusals 
decreased as well as an irqroveneu in self-correding behaviour. Ten tutees 
~ an increacJe in reading rate per minute. li>wever, four tutees 
did oot accelerate their rate of reading while two tutees actually decreased 
their rate. 
Unmck et al. (1985) used three tutors aged between 10-11 years 
with tine tutees aged between 6-8 years. All participns M?1e reading 
retarded. The ~ were audiotaped weekly with both the tuta'S ant 
nues reading graded passages and •neri11g "aeations oo them. Two 
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rnea,ures of their reading acancy and self-cmectims were taken In 
additioo doze exercises, which cor.ceimated oo the overall meaning and 
p111.atical structure, were oort1)leted and msesse(j weekly. As a result, 
txih tutas and tutees inpoved their reading acancy, the 8lll)lft of self-
axrectioo and were able to change quickly to IJD'e difficult reading 
materials. Their ability to substitute irmteet f« correct Watts also rose 
with an uqmvement in the ability to coqxeherxl questim; and to answer 
them corredly. 
Lees (1987) reported different ~- The study oorq>ared 10 
paired readers aged between 10-12 years to a noo-participant group of 
similar ability and age, and to another noo-participant group of yoonger 
readers aged between 8-9 years. All students had an average of 2.8 years 
delay in reading. A pre/post analysis was done on word proounciatioo, non-
word pmunciatioo, semantic appropri~ lexical appopri~ visual 
matching, phonological ~on and use of context. Although the 
Paired Reading group made the largest gaim in reading age, their use of 
story context showed no irq)rovernent. There ~ also evidence to suggest 
that there may have been sare irq)rovements in deooding by ming pD1ic 
strategies, (X' by actually looking at the text. Overall, :,oth IOl-pl1icipn 
grwp; used cootext ~ RIJCh in the petest ~ they did in the pstest. 
Low, Madden arxl Davies (1987) used seven graded reading 
pa.mses to assess their 13 Paired Reading peer-twnd ~ and a comol 
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glO.lp d smlar pairs. Two were between 10-11 years d aae, while 1Ulees 
were between 6-7 years of age. The overall emr rate of the tutCl'S decnmed 
by 71% m axq,ared to the anrol group ftWCtioo of 59%. The emr rate 
of the tutees declined by 50% in corq,arisoo to the COIDol group reductioo 
of 42%. These changes in the experirneml group were nue pmounad b 
girls than boys. 
Ja;celyne (1989) reported on a peer-tut<xed Paired Reading approach 
in which a group of paired readers was corq>ared to a group of tutors that 
ooly listened to their tutees. Tutors and tutees were between 9-10 years of 
age. The results revealed an increac,e of 15% in substitutiom while the 
listening group derrx>mtrated no change. However, there was a drop of f:Plo 
in refusals with the Paired Reading group, while the listening group showed 
an increac,e of 5% in refusals. Both of these results achieved statistical 
significance. There were no differeoces in the category of substitutiom. A 
replication study was Wldertaken using 11 paired readers in both the 
experirneml and control grc>llpi, The groups were tested on two parallel 
~es and the tutees were tested on their ability to use specific 'MXds in 
isolation and in context. The differeras between the two ~ were 
calculated f<X" both groups, which p-ovided a mesue of change in using 
COIRXtually appropiate infamatioo. Paired readers dermmated a 
stadstically signifian irD'eae in the use cl wools in isolation and in 
<DteXl. The listening gnq,s showed oo such UIIXO'JfflBL 
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lbveYer, bcelyne (1991) 1eported that there were 001uadictay 
firmnp with regard to the reading style of peer-tutas. In ooe of her 
experimens. paired readers and a reading alom group soowed reduced efflX' 
rates. Rates of substituti<n aoo refusals were, OO'MMI', lower f<r paired 
readers than f<r the reading aloud groop. Joacelyne stated that the 
diffeMICeS were minimised owing to the ceiling effect of the Neale Analysis 
of Reading Ability (mi ed.) (1966). In two rmre studies, em.- rates 
decremed for the paired readers, but the refusal rates increBd slightly. In 
the last of these studies, paired readers did show an U1¥()Vement in using 
context. 
The results from all the miscue studies U&J18 the parent, peer 800 
teacher-tutored Paired Reading prograrm, show that reducti<n in error rates 
arc found in several Paired Reading studies. 
3. $tudim with Follow-up Data 
Follow-up data gathered after the intemive period of program, have 
been repcxted in several studies. A variety of tutors using parents, a"<&-age 
peer tutaing, a coni>ination of natural parent, a"<&-age peer 800 adult 
volurteer tutors 800 tutoring by pofes.gonals have been erJ1)loyed. A sarq>le 
of studies are pescded below. 
Bushell et al. (1982) repcxted on a six rrulth follow-up on an 
tnpeCified rumer of participam nan ttree scmo1s in the piki DelbyshiJe 
saudy. All participams were between 9-11 years d age. Using the Neale 
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Analysis of Reading Ability (2rxl ed.) (19(,6), the participms fnm two 
sclx>ols appeared to reach a plateau in reading acancy after the nensive 
period. 'While in a third school the particlpns cootimed to irqxoye their 
reading test scores at the smtE aa:elerated rate as wa, eviden cuing the 
imemive period. In reading carpehemioo. participanls at ooe school had 
regressed on average at follow-up (altoough oot back to the pre-test level), 
while subjects at a secord school maintained ~ at oonnal rates (there 
wa, oo waslHJut). A third group maintained aa:elerated ~ at I~ than 
the p-elpa;t rate, but at a greater than nonnal rate. It was oot known if 
families continued to do Paired Reading at the em of the intensive period 
(they were not asked to continue). 
Lees (1985) study of five, 10 year old weak readers also used the 
Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (Zoo ed.) (1966) at the fol!ow-up 13 
weeks later. The interesting variation in this study was that the 10 week. 
twice weekly program was performed by the teacher. Owing this period, 
there were average ratio gaim in reading accuracy of 3.2 am 1.3 in reading 
C001)1'ehemion. Owing the 13 weeks, parents were used as trainers. The 
mean ratio gaim were 2.6 in accuracy aoo 2.1 in oonpehenmon. 
Burdett's (1985) four week follow-up with 8-11 year olm after an 
~ive Paired Reading am oontml group study. soowed a reductioo in 
emn and an ~ in psycmlinguistic skills for the Paired Reading 
groop over the cootrol group salggesting better decxxling. On awn,e the 
experimnal group made better pogrea than the COlmol gtOOp. She 
coocludes that ming parenls emured that gains were mairuined in the 
follow-up. 
Other studies (Carrick-Smith, 1982; Lee, 1986) have also 
oocumented cootinued inpovement in accuracy and eo11.,rehe1Bioo, and 
reading style over different follow-up periods. 
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Sorre follow-up gaim are below the expected rate of romal reading 
age developnelt. However, even with these studies, rates of gaim were 
supericr to OOIJ1)8rison and control groups. 
4. Other Studies 
Several studies have focused on other ~ of the parent/child 
dyad in the Paired Reading procedure. 
In a p:lot project Elliott (1989) corducted posthoc interviews with 
parents who had participated in Paired Rtwfing progrcum. He audiotaped 
interviews with 13 subjects. The students were between ~7 years of age and 
of mixed skill ability. In the main study, 15 out of the 30 parents had been 
listening to their children read prier to the Paired Reading program Despite 
training, 17 out of the 30 parents did not accurately use the Paired Reading 
technique. In the final analysis, two pairs ooly read together, soother two 
pairs ooly did the lndepende1i Reading pha9e, aootheJ' dree had diffiwlties 
reading together and six tended to switch flan Paired Reading to listening 
to their child read as they carried 00 with the pograrn Elin roed that, in 
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many imtances. Paired Reading tended to be imegrated with a peexisting 
reading program (in this ~ infcnnal listening). This is despite the 
evidence that Paired Reading redlad ~ in the reading relatiooship and 
that the emr correction procedure marginally ~ siglx vocabulary. It 
nut be noted, however, that the adherence to the Paired Reading tecmique 
~ rmch greater for the participants in the pilot study. 
Joscelyne (1989) stated that in her peer-tutmd Paired Reading 
prograrm, there was a teniency for pairs to drift away from the Paired 
Reading ~ and rmve into other methods of reading. She added that 
close roonitaing was neces.wy to emure that the Paired Reading ~ 
was being strictly followed. 
Kroeger (1989) found a pa;itive change in attitude toward reading in 
both the children and their parents after performing Paired Reading. Leach's 
(19')3) student attitude survey showed an ~ved attitude toward reading 
between tutor and tutee at the end of her Paired Reading study. 
These studies alert ~ to the various dim!miom of Paired Reading 
that need to be taken into account. 
Overall, the research presented suggests that Paired Reading is a 
vesy succesmJI program with a primary school populatiorL 
1.9 Bemt Stndie:i in the Hiib 5cbool Smioa 
Altoough there are a comiderable ru1i>er of studies 00 high school 
reading ~ many focm on atypical groups. Also there is a body d 
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reseadl exarnning strategies involved in readq utp<MmD with fcnip 
studerU, and several studies involving deaf stwerD haw been aeponed. The 
studies reviewed here pertain to rnaimtteam high school pogran& They are 
divided into three catepies: 
1. Studies that Focus oo Coupehelmon. 
2. Studies that use Corq)uter-Aided Str&tegies to ~ Reading 
Skills. 
3. Other Studies. 
1. Snadies that Focu., on ~ion 
Research suggests that levels of ~ioo are still a focus 
when students reach high school. 
Alvennann (1988) found that low ability oon1)l'ehenders perfonned 
better than students in a control group with a strategy e111)1oying i.oouced 
lookbacks. The researcher suggested that low ability oon1)l'ehenders need 
graphic apnisers that represent the gist of the text they are to read. 
Kleitzen (19()2) noted in her study tha: proficient 00i1pehencrs 
differed from I~ proficient oon1)l'ehenders in their si8f1ificantly greater 
usage of vocabulary strategies in stay ~ 
Kleitzen an:! Hu.woo (l 9'J2) investigated the use of different 
readq strategies with at-risk high school studens. Studens were taugN 
re&dins sbaregies that v.oold make readq enjoyable and were also expmed 
to sbidtpS used by differellt authors. Studens were also emuaaed to 
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look fer other books they woold like to read. Results imicated an 
irqmvemed in armunt of time spent reading. 
An ~ stooy by Gallini, Spires, Terry arxl Gleatoo (19'J3) 
examined the ifl1)aCl of a macroprocesmng am ~ strategy on 
conpehermon of a text armng high scoool remedial &'tUdenls. This 
REtoodology of the study suggested examination of accuracy arxl 
corrpehemion as separate ~- Results indicated that the macro-level 
readers were significantly roore proficient at accelerating their development 
of the gist of the text (i.e., their understanding of the text) while miao-level 
readers appeared to focus on accuracy. 
Usen (1993) assessed prereading activities on reading 
~ion. Results did oot indicate any significant differences between 
the two grot.ip;. Denner arxi McGinley ( l 992) investigated the use of story 
in~ions as a prereading writing activity for high school students. Results 
significantly indicated that story i.n~ions when paired with C001)0Sition 
of a story~. produced the highest level of story recall for both above 
arxi below-average readers. 
2. Snfdies that •s O>cQlutec-Aidrd Strateiies to AaeJerate Rew1ina Skills 
Several studies have used COl'q,uters successfully in irrp"o\ing 
reading skills. 
Brennan (1990) arxi Dillner (1994) designed individual~ 
program; which cormined traditional reJding instructioo with ~-
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aided inmuctioo to irrpove reading skills d their high school students. 
Keene and Davey (1987) ~ oon1)UterS to enable their Leaming 
Disabled students to read two expositmy texts. Results micated that 
caq,uters inpoved these students' "lcdcing back at texts" abilities and also 
inpoved treir attitudes to reading. 
Morgan and Hosay (1991) sucnswlly involved Fnglish. 
Mathematics, Science and Vocational teachers to teach reading aCI'(& the 
cwriculum using reading laboratories equipped with caq,uters. 
3. Other Studies 
Some studies have developed reading programs that coni>ine the 
quantitative and qualitative strengtm of the student/teacher re. ationwp. 
Bednar and Kleitren (1990) ~ the value of a tutoring padcage 
cofl1)rised of several components; an initial ~t of reading. analysis 
of reading ~ and strategy utilisation. presentation of a rred.iated 
learning les.500 using Direct lmtruction. guided practice and independent 
practice. Rerults indicated that this procedure Wa5 valuable in analysing 
students' strengtm and weaknesses, preferences, preferred reading strategies 
and the students' ability to accept and provide new reading strategies. 
Information for irq)roving teaching style was also provided. 
Dillon (1989) ~ the FngHsh reading abilities of a cl~ of 
rural secondary negro low-achieving students. Using the Syni,olic 
Interactiooist (Bh.uner, 1969) perspective, she found that an effective teacher 
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WE the translator am disseminata' of inf<mllltioo and the broker between 
the different classes. 
F.gger (1992) used a procedure called Intuitive Reading. This 
procedure involved students relaxing with their eyes closed, breathing slowly 
am deeply, relaxing am visualising colour, am pointing to a place in their 
mind where could see the colour. Using scoool~ tests, an iq,roverned 
in reading ability was dermn.mated. 
Taylor, Shaw and Goodman '1983) have designed a high scoool 
reading program called RIB-IT (Reading In Bed Is Terrific). This is a silent 
reading program where the main focus is on il'qxoving the rmtivation to 
read Reading develops around reading regularly and for plea.u-e, reading 
different therres and styles used by authors, and ~ing the quantity of 
books read Ribit has seven main aims. They are; (a) to prormte reading as 
an enjoyable recreational activity; (b) to prom:>te regular reading - during 
Sustained Silent Reading (SSR) periods in school and at home, (c) to 
~ the mmi>er and range of books read by Year 8's, (d) to provide 
guidance to students about suitable literature and ~isting their selection of 
reading material, (e) to irqxove SSR participation and creating a structure 
for ~ment of SSR. (t) to establish correct SSR mi reading habits in 
Year 8's whidt can be developed in future years, mi (g) to develop a team 
approach to SSR mi student reading involving library staff, Fnglish teachers 
and SSR teachers. 
Cumnly, the Ril>it program is in place at ooe high sdX>OI in 
Western Australia at Year 8 level. Despite this, many studens still fail to 
perform at the average year level at the end of Year 8. 
The research suggests that there Im been little atten1)t to inaeme 
the level of maimtream high school reading aa:uracy mi car~ 
using Paired Reading with parents as tutas. Several of the high school 
studies focus on elements that do not involve Paired Reading. Only two 
Paired Reading studies have been published foaming on maimtream high 
school aged students. 
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The study by Carrick-Smith (1982) involved students from three 
maimtream high schools, who were between the ages of 12-13 years with 
three year delays in reading age. Tutoring was conducted by parents. adult 
volW1teers and cross-age peer tutors. Results indicated significant mean gaim 
in both accmacy and corq,rehemion for the participant group. A follow-up 
46 weeks after the po&test with a co~ite sarq>le of 27 subjects, sh:>wed 
mean gaim of 8.1 rmnths in accuracy for the participant group while the 
control group made gaim of 6.6 rmnths. In corqxehemion the mean gaim 
for the experirrental group were 10.2 rmnths, while the control groop gained 
ooly 6.8 rmnths. 
Lee (1986) reported on a 12 rmnth follow-up of 13 participants in a 
~age peer-tutored Paired Reading poject where the tutees were high 
scoool rermdial students aged between 12-13 years of If§!. When tested on 
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the Daniels ml Diack test (1971) the tu1ees puled 1.2 yen nl a M1hel' 
pcatest gain of 0.5 years in accuracy during the follow-q, period. This w 
in OOIDB to the accuracy gaim of 0. 7 years in the pcatest and 0.2 years in 
the follow-up fer the catrol group (from peus to the follow-q,). 
Therefme, total accuracy gaim were an average 1. 7 years fer the 
experirnelVal group and 0.9 years fer the oontrol group. In additioo, error 
analyses perfom,ed on the tutees reading style repcxted a drop of 41 % in 
overall errors and an increase of 135% in self-anectiom. The appopiate 
ltie of errors increased to 100%. Lee added that there ~ no evidence of 
WBI-OUt and that irrpovements continued without additional tutaing. 
The review has suggested that even where reading programs are in 
place in high schools, home based ~istaoce can also lead to irqxovesnent 
in reading accuracy and ~ion. The s• acress of parents ~ tutors 
using Paired Reading programs in primary schools has been established. 
Some research strongly suggests that Paired Reading could add value to the 
existing repertoire of reading programs in high school. However, rrue 
studies are needed to verify this suggestioo.. The present project aum to trial 
a Paired Reading program in a high school. 
The introduction started with a general description of the value of 
ming pmesltS as oome-based tutas in the rerrmiatioo of reading pd>lel1B in 
school, and that paresllS were effective anrollers d reinfamnest in the 
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guidelines woold lead to limited ~. Several torr/sctml-based reading 
program; were briefly ~ Of these tecmiques, Scrqxed Oral 
Reading program; appeared to be the nut pronising when used with 
parents. Paired Reading ~ found to be the nut oomistently sucxes.wl 
reading program that utilised parents in the pirnmy school setting. H>wever, 
research into using Paired Reading with parents in a high school setting ~ 
lacking. It ~ suggested that Paired Reading could be exteooed into Year 8. 
Subsequently, the main reading program; were reviewed with the intention 
of providing evidence that Paired Reading could be used in a high school 
setting. 
The next section initiated a broader analysis of the reading research. 
arxi the contributiom made by parents. Leach (1986) provided three ~ 
for using parents a.5 direct interventionists in the school setting. In addition. 
principles outlined by Leach (1986) for enuing the effectiv~ of parents 
a.5 tutors were also described in detail. 
The three main ho~ reading program; that have been 
ca111mly used were then introduced. They were; (a) Reading Related 
Activity Program;, (b) Direct Imtruction Programs. and (c) SaiJed Oral 
Reading Programs. F.ach approach ~ txiefly desalbed. 
The Oral Reading Prograrm were cited as the not popul• because 
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they requin,d OOillUitmem by the participam raher than expel1ile, and did 
ID require the ~ve lR of resoura?S. AldDJgb several cnl reading 
pograrm were described, the five nat pnpuJ• ooes were Pule, Prou.-
and Praise; Shared Reading; Relaxed Reading; Hearing Reading and Paired 
Reading. A review of each program w undertaken. It cooa:nrated oo the 
different pocedures, their relative research SI~ and their diffia.dties. 
After generally evaluating all the reading prognum using the Leach 
(1986) framework. specific evaluation suggested that Paired Reading using 
parents as tutors appeared to be the rmst promising program to trial in a 
high school setting. 
Paired Reading studies were reviewed using four categories; 
Outcome Studies; Miscue Studies; Follow-up Studies and Other Studies. 
Generally, data from the Outcome Studies revealed that when 
training was quite detailed. and there were a smaller mmi:>er of participants. 
~itive find.in~ in both reading accuracy and corqxehemion were ~ible. 
In the lar~er studies involving parents, adherence to the Paired Reading 
technique was found in over half of the studies associated with home visits. 
The vast majority of studies still relied on a very basic input-output rrodel. 
Despite the fact that many of the Miscue ~es did ID tR 
cootrol/onq,arisoo groops. the general trerm in Paired Reading resulm were 
1~ refusals (rrore confidence), inpoved fluency, better tR of cxnext, 
rmre likely to self-correct, fewer errors (rroe accurate) and an ilrpovesnert 
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in polic skills 
Follow-ups ranged from ooe to 12 mcnm am it did not ~ that 
the length of the follow-up period oomisterily related to the magnitude « 
gmm. Aldnlgh the standard of studies was questirmble, they sa,gge,ted 
that experimental gaim made were somewhat durable (oo wash out). 
The ~ from other Paired Reading studies dem:ntrated other 
dimensions of Paired Reading. 
The research into high school reading program;~ divided into 
three categories; Studies that F~ on ~on. Studies that used 
~-Aided Strategies to accelerate reading aoo Other Studies. Results 
from this research concentrated on several different areas. It w~ suggested 
that Paired Reading in the high school setting may be a useful technique to 
inp'ove reading perf onnance. However, no finn concl~ions could be made 
without conducting proper controlled studies in high schools. 
A suggestion that home based reading programs could be used 
~ly with school based reading programs in high schools ~ made. 
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2.1 P&lp,11: of the Sbdy 
Po•""' fer Desi&nin& a Paired Rrac1ina II! po in a MaiMtnwn Biah 
ScbooJ 
The current study will ~ to corqae the value of a Paired 
Reading program with the existing school reading program tmng pma ~ 
tutors in a high school setting with Year 8 students. While derromtrating 
~. Paired Reading studies comisting of subjects in the 10-12 age range 
have reported variable results. Lees (1987) study reported a reductioo in 
reading errors. Richardson (1986) and Spalding et al. (1984) reported 
inp'ovements in accuracy and ~ioo, but groups may not have 
been rardomly ~igned. Sifl1)SOO (1985) and Sweetlove (1987) both 
reported gm in accuracy and ~ion. but without statistical data 
To date, only two Paired Reading studies (Camck-Smith, 1982; Lee, 1986) 
with a rnaimtream high school population have been cited in the literature. 
The Carrick-Smith study reported gaiffl in accuracy and ~oo 
while the Lee study only reported gaim in accuracy f<X" both the control and 
experinmtal groups, but rrore favourable gaim f<X" the latter group. A 
follow-up by Lee also reported inp'oved reading style ooly with the tut.ees. 
The overall results are promising eoough to trial Paired Reading with Year 8 
students. There remaim a need to urv.ierstam reading ped00118lace tmng 
Paired Reading in high schools. 
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To fit in with a high sch>ol setting. Paired Reading can be 
Sll."lCeSSfully U4ied with a larger parem group requiring nmimal training and 
rrmitoring. Leach and Siddall (1990) denDarated that f<r an additimal 
two oours of parent trJining per family, new readers adlieved inpeaive 
reading gaim. They add that there are specific benefits in training pare!IIS to 
use this particular technique. The extra training time ~ parents that 
their daily involvement contributes to itqxoveneltS in their child's reading 
ability. 
Given the research, the best approach would have to be a mxlel 
that produces the rmst durable gaim, and would also have to comider 
existing homework pattam. Of the oral reading ~ Paired Reading 
appears to ~fy the criteria of adjusting to high school needs (e.g., able to 
fit in with existing homework panerm). In addition, rmnitoring of parent 
and child would have to be kept to a minim.un. Paired Reading also satisfies 
this requirement. Traditionally, Paired Reading~ required home visits as 
part of the tutoring program However, Lindsay et al. (1985) in researching 
the effects of either horre visiting or rmnitoring by 1.elepk>lle on reading 
gaim found that there was no significant difference between approa hes in 
reading gaim. 
A secorx1 issue of interest in this study will be an analysis of 
tutoring time to determine its effect on accuracy am 0011pehe1Bioo gaim. 
Pumfrey (1986) JDed that there may be an q,tinun length of tutoring time 
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and raised the questioo of hquelq of tutoring when pelf<mmg Paired 
Reading. 
Paired Reading ~ attab experirneml aedibility in ooler to be 
ccnidered a valuable strategy (Pumfrey, 1986; Topping & Lindsay, 19CJ2). 
This is especially true in the area of high school reading intervemioo 
methodologies. Research is required to oow focus upon its use with this 
particular population. 
The present research will examine the Paired Reading strategy and 
extend the literature to include an examination of its use within the high 
school setting. 
2.2 Propa;ed Research Hypotheses 
This study aims to address the following research hypotheses: 
1. Paired Reading ~ing parents as tutors will be a rrore effective 
reading remediation rrethod than the existing Ribit (Reading In Bed Is 
Terrific) rrethod and will significantly reduce reading difficulties 
experienced by Year 8 students from a maimtream high school setting. 
2. A significant relatiomhip will exist between tutoring time and reading 
accuracy and corrp-ehefflion gaim. 
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3.1 $ettq 
A large Catoolic high school with 810 students wm selected to participate 
in this study. The school is located in one of the largest satellite town, ea.. of the 
metropolitan area. It is co-educatiooal ard caters for students from Years 8 to 12. 
The socio-ecommic status of the families atteming the school ranges from 
the low middle to the upper-middle cl~. Quite a rumi>er of the pareuts of the 
current student population have also attended the school. The school attracts 
students from the sunouming areas a5 far a5 Gingin An ifl1)0l1ant ~ of the 
scoool is its policy of catering for physically disabled students. Altoough a large 
nwri:>er of the students are from immigrant families. F.nglish is the main language 
of coom.mication. 
The school policy with Year 8 students is to eocourage them to read by 
~ing the RI.B.I.T. (Reading In Bed Is 'Ienific) program. which rewarm them 
with certificates for the nurmer of books read. There are no specific reading 
programs for the other year levels. The Ribit program is initiated with a 1list of 
books suitable for a range of Year 8 interests ard reading levels. These are 
arranged in thematic areas (genres) ard are listed in mler from ~ to read to 
nue difficult This list is distn'buted to all Year 8 students ard is a guide to their 
SSR (Sustained Silent Reading) reading for the year. StlXlem can negdiate odlel' 
titles with library staff, Fnglish teachers or SSR teachers. Readq m,11,Mff.elml 
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am ~ dates are need on the studem's Ribit list. As each book is 
finished, the student colours in the appopiate square oo the list. Once a studem 
hm read 10 books, the SSR teacher fills in a cmificate which is preserted to the 
student at the school a,sermly of that week. Further certificates can be given .at 
20, SO am 100 books. At leag Ol'k:e a week, either in SSR or at tone, students 
are imtructed to write a mininun of one page in their reading journal (exereise 
book) concerning what they liked/disliked or felt about the book(s) they were 
reading. SSR teachers check that this is aax>n1)lished. Fnglish teachers collect 
am read journals once per term. At sorre stage dwing each term, students 
corq>lete one fonnal ~ activity which is marked by their F.nglish teacher. 
This is a book review, oral report, thematic resporR. character study, illustration 
or sequel outline. 
3.2 The Role of CI~room Teachers durin& the Current Paired RracJin& proaram 
Prior to the inl>lerrentation of the Paired Reading program. teachers were 
briefed regarding the ruillS of the study, its ~ible benefits with the involvement 
of parents am a ~ption of the Paired Reading procedure. Through clisa&iom 
with the Head of the F.nglish department, the Year 8 F.nglish language teachers 
am the Deputy of Cuniculum. students were selected on the ~is of the results 
from the Test of Reading ~ion (10ROI) (Australian Oluncil for 
F.ducational Research, 1988) that was taken by all incoming Year 8 students. 
Teachers were not involved in the actual training of parens or the remediation of 
students. 
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3.3 Deqn of the Sbedy 
This was a petest, posttest experimeml design with irmJJoul) 
OOl11)8risom between a Paired Reading group (experimeml group) and a Ribit 
group (corq>arison group), rrauing of the effects of reading MDediatim. 'The 
iooependent variable was a home-bRd, ~ involveme11t pogram called Paired 
Reading which trained parents in reading remediaDoo. The depe11dem variable was 
reading achievement which was defined $ the ability to 8ClU1iely deoode and 
conl,ldnxl a written text. 
3.4 Pesaiption of the Imtrum:ots 
The TORCH (Australian Couocil for &tucational Research, 1988) is a set 
of 14 Wltirred language tests and its aim is to~ children's ability to extract 
meaning from a text. Test A is used with students from Years 3-10. while Test B 
is for students in Years 6 to 10. The test provides criterion-referenced and 
group-referenced data, percentile and stanine scores. This test is the staooard 
language test used by the school for all pra;pective Year 8 students and is 
ariministered by the Heads of the Fnglish and Mathematics depaaune11ts. 
The Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Revised { i 988) is a reading test 
cootaining six ~es of prose. This fcrms the basis for reading skills 
~t for ages 6 to 12. The objective sans reveal the stooert's rate, 
accuracy and conpehensioo level relative to ~ peers. The Neale ha two 
equivaleri Forrm. 1 and 2. The reliability of the Neale f<r the ases 6.0 to 12 nl 
over for both Porm; is reported a, .94 f<r rate; .en fa- accuracy and .89 b 
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carpehel~ion, while the aiterion-related validity ming Poon 2 to pedict reading 
ability was reported as . 73 for rare; .83 for accuracy am . 78 f<X" carpehemioo 
(Neale, 1988). The Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Revised (1988) was 
administered by the researcher. 
Several researchers (Brimer, 1965; lioosay et al., 1985; Pearsoo & 
lioosay, 1986; Josceleyne, 1989) have noted problm6 with the Neale Analysis of 
Reading Ability (1st ed.) (1958) and the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (2nd 
ed.) (1966) when used with primary school populations. Specifically, ~ 
concerning ceiling effects and the imtability of the ~ion subscale have 
been discussed. Two studies (Bush, 1985; Carrick-Smith, 1982) have noted some 
difficulties with inflated individual scores in the use of the Neale Analysis of 
Reading Ability (1st ed.) (1958) and the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (2nd 
ed.) (1966). Stothard and Hulrre (1991) in ~ing the value of the Neale 
Analysis of Reading Ability R~vised (1988) have pointed out that Form 1 tends to 
be rrore reliable than Form 2 as an indicator of reading ability. This aiticism 
about the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Revised (1988) were also made with 
results from a primary school population. 
The Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Revised (1988) was selected as the 
final testing instrument with a high school sarq>le for several ~; (a) over 
half of the Paired Reading studies reviewed used either the Neale Analysis of 
Reading Ability (1st ed.) (1958) or the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (2nd 
ed.) (1966) and one study used the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Revised 
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(1988), (b) it~ generally provided stable average to above-average reading 
accuracy arxl ~oo scores in previoo., and current researd1 oo Paired 
Reading (Topping & Lindsay, 19'J2), (c) the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability 
Ost ed.) (1958) am the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (2.nd ed.) (1966) also 
positively correlated with feedback from parents, teachers, children am, in some 
imtances, with self-reports of reading frequency (Topping & Lindsay, 19')2) am, 
(d) to date only the study done by Stothard am Hulrre (1991) ~ noted 
difficulties with the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Revised (1988). However, 
their findings were made with students aged between 7-8 years. They also 
recognise that this reading test is the roost widely used testing imtrument for 
rmnitoring progress in reading skills and in identifying children who encounter 
reading difficulties. 
3.5 Selection of the Students 
Of the 190 Year 8 students at the school, 4S of th:; lowest scoring 
students on the TORCH (Australian CoWlCil for F.ducational Research, 1988) 
language placement test were selected. From this saJ11>le a score of 83 represented 
the 99th percentile. Students who were fowld to be at or below the a raw score of 
47 (27th percentile) were selected. These students were tested on the Neale 
Analysis of Reading Ability Revised (1988). Of the 45, 38 students had reading 
ages that were 1 year below their chronological age am these formed the final 
S3111>le. The 38 subjects were randomly ~igned to two ~ Both groop; 
~isted of 19 students. There were six girls am 13 boys in the Paired Reading 
group, and eight girls and 11 boys in the Ribit group. All parens and studem 
spc*e F.nglish E their first language. Subsequemly, an official letter W sent 
oortE 89king parents if they would like their children to be involved in the 
pogram (see Appendix O. 
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Once selected, the children were taken to the school gyrma.gUID and the 
aum and benefits of Paired Reading were desaibed to them It was explained to 
the students that their participation was not COfi1)Ulsory and if ~ of them did 
not participate this would not disadvantage them if reading renmiation was 
required in the future. It was also emphasised that all information was 
confidential. All students who participated were required to sign a document 
pertaining to the issue of confidentiality and the release of their results for the 
purposes of this study (see Appendix D). 
3.6 Iype of Rew1i0& Materials 
In keeping with the Paired Reading~. there were no restricti~ put 
on reading material. It was emphasised to parents that the mc.terial their child used 
was to be their child's own choice. To ensure that the reading material was at an 
appropriate reading level, a book list of all the recommeooed Year 8 reading 
material for the Ribit program (see Appendix E) was also provided. However, no 
student was corq,elled to read any of these books for the Paired Reading program 
3. 7 Experiamtal Proctdure 
The 38 students in the study were raooomly aigned ming a Rarxbn 
Nwai>ers Table (Downie & Heath, 1983), to a Paired Reading group and a Ribit 
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group respectively. Nineteen mJdents were in each~ In the experimelal 
anlition, subjects participated in the Paired Reading pogram at hmre b a 
period of eight \Weks, 15 minutes per sesmoo , five days a week. While at sdklOI 
both group; were also involved in the romal scmol language pograms. 
3.7(a) ean,11 Tuinina Pumture aod Meetinp 
Once the children had been selected (and pria- to testing), the first 19 
parents in the experimental group were invited to a meeting at the scoool fa- a 
clerromtration of the technique and to view a one hour videotape on Paired 
Reading (see Appendix F). This meeting was held in the afterooon when school 
had finished. At this stage the other 19 parents were informed by teleptme that 
they would be involved in the Paired Reading program in the next tenn. The 
students in the control group were informed in a group meeting that they would 
be doing Paired Reading next tenn 
At the end of the experiirental phase the 19 parents in the Ribit group and 
their children were invited to a meeting, but only 13 attended. They were then 
trained individually and as a group. Every effort was made to enable the other six 
parents to avail thermelves of the program. 
3.7(b) lmtructional Cnntent of the l,,ferfinp for Both Group, 
The rreet~ lasted approximately 1 hour. Tiieir format was: 
I. Parents were informed of the method of student selection, aims of the 
Paired Reading program and the benefit of the study to the overall reading 
inpovemeitt of their children. 
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2. Evideo:e of the succes.fflll use of this appoadt in the pimary schools 
and of its posgble benefits in the high schools was peseded. 
3. The video on Paired Reading (Topping. 1985) was shown. 
4. Parelds were made aware of the uqntance of paise in SI~ 
reading and also of good ~on (i.e., disoming the material that their 
child read). 
5. Parents were a*ed to sign a coment form (see Appendix G) if 
interested in participating in the project and if the researcher oould use the results 
of the study for his Master's thesis. Confidentiality of information was m.ued. 
All parents in the experimental and control groups comented. 
6. Instructions on Paired Reading were distributed to the parents and 
comtant reference was made to this sheet (see Appendix B).It was ~ised to 
the parents that the children were to choose their own matericJ. Parents were told 
that the primary criterion for selecting the reading materidl was the childs interest 
in it To ensure that the reading material was not too~. parents were gently 
taught how to challenge their children through ~ion, for exarq>le "Well 
done, that was excellent; shall we try another, maybe a little bit nue diffiadt?" 
Until the appropriate reading material was used, there would be oo erra-
correction. Similarly, if the reading material was too diffiadt. p-aise 'MXlld be 
used for correct reading and gentle encouragement to replace the present reading 
material with an ~ier one. 
7. Parelds were then asked to keep diaries on the anon ex nm, sped on 
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reading and the type and name of the reading material. (see Appendix H). 
8. Imividual meetings were arranged b the pareia to oome to scJwl 
with their child and denxlmtrate correct usage of the Paired Reading medDI fer 
the researcher. 
9. Parents were informed that they would receive one phlne call half-way 
through the study to ~ ~ible problerm. However, all pare1a were 
informed that queries were nut welcorre and to ring the researcher at school if 
required. In addition. a letter would be written to all parents the week before 
reminding them of the termination of the program at the end of the following 
week (see Appendix I). 
10. Ans ~g of questions. 
3.8 School Visits 
Owing the experimental phase all parents and their children in the 
experirrerl'4 ' Q/OUP were required to make school visits within the first two weeks 
of the Paired Reading program At these visits, parents and children were 
observed using the Paired Reading approach for approximately 10 minutes. The 
following tutoring aspects were focused on: 
3.8(a) Sirrultaneous Bffl<Jia& 
1. Was there close synchrony between the parent and child? 
2. Did the parent adjust reading pace where it~ neressary? 
3. Was the child atterqxing every W<Xd'! 
4. Was the child given the chance to self~? 
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S. Wm the f<u to five secald delay med hebe axrecting the YOd'l 
(b) IPiep,rtmt Readina 
1. Did the child koock pi<I' to initiating this pme? 
2. Was the parent paying attentioo to the kmck? 
3. Did the parent paise the child f<X' koocking? 
4. When an error was made, was the Sumltaneous pme reimtared after 
four to five seconds? 
5. Was the reading material the child's choice? 
6. Was there a focus on correct reading (oot on error correction)? 
7. After reading was tirre allotted for questi<n aoo dialogue? 
8. Was the choice of reading material at the appropriate level of difficulty? 
(c) Cnntact by Telephone 
One phone call was made in the fourth week of the program to the 19 
parents in the experirrental group. Parents were asked if there were any problem; 
aoo were all the procedures being irq>lertelled as taught aoo disamed. If there 
were doubts in ~ing the rrethod. they were either discussed at this juroure or the 
parent was invited back to school. All calls were approximately between six arid 
10 minutes. These parents were also informed that a stamard letter would be sent 
out to them in the second last week of the program informing them d the 
tenninatioo of the program for the following week. All is.us were resolved over 
the phone am no ~ required a second visit to the scoool. 
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3.9 Paimd Reacfina aod the OUroJ 0wp 
Altoough both the experimeml am OOIW groups were involved in the 
romal school language progrmm, ooly the experimeml group participated in the 
Paired Reading program in the initial plme. No advice or special tutm"ing in 
reading was afforded the Ribit group until after the experimeml period. However, 
during the experimental phase, to avert the pcmibility of attentioo alooe making a 
difference, the parents of this group were med to spend about 15 minutes fer 
five days over the eight weeks atteming to the child They were agced to spend 
the time involving the~lves in activities like a video or a game. Once the 
experimental phase was CC>fi1>leted, the Ribit group was invited to participate in 
the Paired Reading program. All the coooitiom that were in1>1emented for the 
experhrental group were reimtated for this group. 
Thirteen of the original 19 parents in the Ribit group took part. All 13 
were trained in similar manner to the experirrental group. Atterqxs, as already 
mentioned. have been made to contact the remaining six to be trained in the 
technique. 
4.0 Other Administrative Proredures of the Study 
1. A letter was sent to all 32 parents (Paired Reading ard Ribit groups) a 
week prior to the termination of the studies reminding them that they were to 
finish Paired Reading by the end of the following week. As oo OOler' written 
cmespoodence was offered to paraats once the reading prognutB began, this step 
w ~ as a remirder that all paraa finish their respective pognm; at 
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the em of the eight weeks. In additioo all diaries were to be cxxq>leted ml sm 
in to the researcher at school. 
2. Onre the results had been tabulated, a stardard letter w sert to all the 
parents inviting them to a debriefing seaioo at the school (see Appentix J). In 
that sessioo parents were made aware of the irq,ortance of cootiruing seueral 
reading remediation and con~~ion tuition into Year 9. Also during this 
session parents and their children were invited to make appointtneuts with the 
researcher to discuss individual results. Parents were also advised that 
continuation with Paired Reading was not neces.wy to maintain reading gaim. 
Such general maintenance progrrum could be di~ at the individual ~-
No parent indicated a desire to continue using Paired Reading. 
4.1 Analysis of Data 
1. A repeated rreasures analysis of variance (MANOV A) and an analysis 
of covariance (ANCOV A) were used to test the hypothesis that Paired Reading 
was a significantly better technique than Ribit. To sirq>lify the presentatioo of the 
additional covariance analyses, one-way analyses of covariaoce was also used to 
test the Paired Reading versus Ribit groups (indepement variable) for differences 
in p<EteSt-pretest change scores for accuracy (depeooent variable) with age, sex 
and pretest COil~~ion scores added as covariates in sequential analyses. A 
hierardlk ~I fflelhod of entry for covariates w used to rermve the effects of the 
covariates before testing the main effect. F<r 0011.,.ehensioo, sirmlar analyses 
substituted carpehemion change scores as the depemeli variable nl 1lftleSt 
accuracy sans m1Dl8 the covariates. 
2. Analyses of the correlatioo between tutoong time with accuracy and 
eo11~ehermoo sans were canied out f<X" the experimenal groop. A Pearsoo 
poduct-rmment correlatioo was used to perform the ts. 
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3. Parents in the experinmtal group were asked to respcnl to a question 
in their diaries on a weekly basis: 
Was your ~ daughter up;et by having done Paired Reading with yoo? 
Their ~ were reported in the Yes/No format Percentages were 
reported on the all.5wers. 
Surnmacy 
The chapter began with a description of the setting in which the study 
would take place. The Ribit program was described as the preferred reading 
remediarion technique used by the Year 8's in this school. While the Ribit 
program was rmnitored by teachers, there was no teacher roonitoring of Paired 
Reading. 
The design of the study was a pre-po.g intergroup corq>arison of the two 
groups; Paired Reading and Ribit. 
The Test of Reading ~oo (TORCH) (Atmralian c.ouncil f<X" 
F.ducational Research. 1988) was desaibed and introduced as the initial selectim 
instrurrmt taken by all incoming Year 8 students. Similarly, the Neale Analysis of 
Reading Ability Revised (1988) was desmbed as the testing imtn.meJt used to 
select the final 38 students f<X" the stooy. Several reason; were povided b the 
me of the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Revi1ed (1988) in this study. 
A 00111)iete description of the studys medmology w discuswd. The 
chaJer ended witt, a desaiptioo of the type of analyses that were involved. 
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CHAPIER4 
BE,ULTS 
All 38 students were iocluded in this analysis. There were no initial 
differerx:es in both the experimental am caltrol group; oo accuracy, 1 (36) = 
-0.49, 12 > .05 or ~oo, 1 (36) = 1.20, 12 > .05. 
4.1 Preliminacy Data and Rationale for Suwiem:ota[)' Covariate Anal~ 
The 38 students with reading scores at leB one year behirxl their 
accuracy or ~ion age norms were OOll1)rised of 24 males am 14 
females.The experinmtal or Paired group (13 males and 6 females) 
experienced the Paired Reading program, while the control or Ribit group 
(11 males and 8 females) continued with the usual Ribit program moo at the 
school. 
The average age was 3.95 rronths higher for the Paired group (M = 
154.21 rrontm...S.0 = 5.72) compared to the Ribit group (M = 150.26 
rrontm, SO= 2.64). This rrean difference was significant using at-test for 
indeperxient group; with unequal variances (L(36) = 2.73, p._= .01). ~ the 
standard deviations imicate the variance in age was nu::h larger in the 
Paired group, caald Levene's Test for equality of variance showed that the 
differeoce in age distributions was significant (E (1,36) = 8.79...p = .005). 
The nmom allocatioo did not result in groups being closely 
matched 00 chronological age. Examinatioo of the m9lS am standard 
deviatirm for males and females showed vesy simil• statistics for both 
sexes within the groups. When testing the hypodle8eS for the effect d 
reading program on accuracy arxl OOII~ additional analyses with 
age ~ a covariate will be pedooned to statistically OOllb'ol f<r the 
differelas in age between the program groups. 
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1mugh similar, the distribution of males ard females f<r the Paired 
arxl Ribit groups ~ not balarad. Differenas between males arxl females 
on pretest Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Revised (1988) accuracy arxl 
<X>Jl1)1'ehemion scores were not statistically significant but the scores were 
cormstenlly lower for males. To counter bi~ pc&ibly beca•tSe of the 
differences in sex representation in the group;. additional covariate analyses 
will control for sex using dwrmy coding (male=l, female=O). 
The sample selection criteria of 12 rronth delays in accuracy or 
<X>Jl1)1'ehemion w~ effective for corq,rehemion but oot for accuracy, fc.r 
which pretest scores were higher. Tora: students in the Paired group and 
four in the Ribit groups had pretest accuracy scores at the maxim.m 
pc&ible Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Revised (1988) score scaled in 
rronths (150). Similarly both groups had three other students with pretest 
accuracy scores within three rronths of the maxinun, and others les., than 
12 rronths below the maxim.m score.~ of the pretest OOiipehelmon 
scores approached the maxinun poaible, but there were J1D'e students with 
smaller delays in the Paired Reading group than in the Ribit group, ~ 
indicated by the high pretest mean for the Paired Reading group (Table 1). 
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The coni>inatioo of age of the saq>le and t'1e reliance oo 111mn allocatioo 
for me.lChed groups irxlicates a lade of semitivity due to ceiling effects fer 
accuracy ard ~ 
HeB:e, when testing the hypotheses additiooal analyses will allow for 
ceiling effects by selecting a subset of students with the lower 1'1eale 
Analysis of Reading Ability Revised (1988) pretest accurdC)' scores to ensure 
at least 12 rmnths behind their respective age in accuracy mi 
COl11)rehemion. It is not neces.wy to select a separate subset for 
COl11)rehemion based on the pretest ~ion scores. As indicated 
random allocation was effective and did rot require a different 
COl11)rehemion group. 
The cutoff marked a clear distinction between 22 studen~ (11 in 
each prorram group) with large versus smaller reading delays. For the Paired 
group the subset had a ~an accuracy delay of 36.8 rmnths (range 18 to 54 
rmnths) and a ~an ~ion delay of 41.1 rmnths (range 21 to 65 
roonths). The respective Ribit group rream were 29.9 rmnths (range 12 to 
54 rmnths) and 41.0 rronths (range 19 to 60 ~). 
Correlations between pretest Neale Analysis of Reading Ability 
Revised (1988) COl11)rehemioo and accuracy scues were marginally oon 
significant in the Paired group (r = .44....p = .06) ard not signifian in the 
Ribit group (r = .13. p = .59). For the subset of students with greater reading 
delays. the differeoce in pretest score correl~ between the Paired group 
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([ = .65, p = .03) and the Rlbit group ([ = -.14...p = .(/J) WM bnl to be 
greater. Henre, changes in 0011"'ehe11sioo or accuracy may oot be 
imrpeted independe11dy of each other, partiadarly in the Paired group. 
c.ovariance analyses will also be ~ to allow for the poaible dependence 
of accuracy oo ooqrehemioo (and vice versa). 
Mean Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Revised (l'.J88) 
~on scores are presented in Table 1. From ohiervation of the full 
sarq>le rream only the Ribit group showed any increase. The pretest mean 
for the Paired group reflects the ini>alan~ of high scores contributing to the 
selective ceiling effect for cooµ-eher.sion. The Paired group pretest rream 
for the subset are higher than the Ribit pretest rream but lower than either 
posttest mean: the selective ceiling effect is not evident 
Table 1 
Full 
~le 
Subset 
~le 
Paired 
(N=19) 
Ribit 
(N:19) 
Total 
(N=38) 
Paired 
(N=ll) 
Ribit 
(N=ll) 
Total 
(N=22) 
Posttest 
116.95 115.58 
(12.()()) (13.32) 
112.16 116.2 
(12.46) (14.03) 
114.55 115.89 
(12.35) (13.50) 
113.45 117.82 
(10.90) (11.98) 
110.00 116.18 
(9.92) (13.79) 
111.73 117.00 
(10.32) (12.63) 
~: SD in parentheses below means. 
Total 
116.26 
(10.80) 
114.18 
(12.()()) 
115.64 
(9.79) 
113.()() 
(10.56) 
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Pre-Post 
Difference 
-1.05 
4.32 
1.63 
4.36 
6.64 
5.50 
Initially a mixed design tw<rway MANOV A was perforrred with time 
(pretest verses ~est) as the within subjects (repeated) factor, reading 
program (Paired versus Ribit) as the between subjects factor and 
comprehemion scores as the dependent variable.1 
For the full S3Jll>le the reading program by time interaction ~ not 
significant, indicuting that the pretest-pa;ttest effect ~ sirr.ilar f<X" both 
reading programs (E(l,36) = l.86~ = .18). lgncxing the reading program. 
there~ no significant difference in total pretest versus posttest meam 
1Univariate tests (Cochran's and Bartlett-Box A and nultivariate tests 
(Box's M) fm- IP.:K>geneity of varillllOO were oot significad fm- analyaes of 
~.emion and acancy in the full and subset aqJles. du llblfyilw the 
41_1 I Id IMIIJVA llltil ... 
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jf(l,36) = .69, 12 = .41), and igrning time there wm oo significam 
diffenn:e in total Paired Reading v~ Rlbit nEam jf(l,36) = 0.32...p = 
.58). 
With the subset, neither the interactioo effect (E(l,20) = 0.13...p = .72) 
oor the overall Paired versus Ribit effect (E(l,20) = .34, 12 = .56) were 
significant, but the total posttest ~ was significantly higher than the 
pretest~ (E(l,20) = 4.49, 12 = .04). That is, igooring the reading program 
the total posttest ~ was higher than the pretest ~ 
The MANOV A controlled the family wise error and was a roore 
comervative test for the hypothesis. Tabachnik and Fiddell (1983) have 
stated that when using MANOVA new relatiomhips with the depeooent 
variables can be forrred. It is then ~ible for ANOV A to ~ these 
newly forrred relationships with the dependent variables. 
While the interaction arxl program effects were not significant, it is 
still ~ible for a simple main effects of pretest versus posttest to be 
significant for either the Paired or Ribit group in the full sarq>le, or for 
both groups in the subset sample. One-tailed depeooent t-tests CANOVA or 
t-tests reveal the sarre infonnation when using only two groups) showed that 
the pretest versus posttest ~ were non-significant f<X" the Paired 
~ in the full (1(18) = -.44...p = .33) and subset (1(10) = 1.2Z..12 = .13) 
S8fl1)les and approached significance f<X" the Ribit group in the full (1(18) = 
1.61, 12 = .06) and (1(10) = 1.79...p = .05) subset 88ff1)1es. 
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One-way ANCOVA's were UBI to explore oovariate effects oo Paired 
Reading versus Ribit group differences in posttest-petest change soores. 2 
Table 2 reports the differenoos between the Paired Reading and Ribit mean 
change scores adjusted for the effects of covariates and the significance test 
statistics for the mean diffenn:e in Paired versus Ribit change soores. The 
adjusted means reflect the influence of the covariates; in the first entry 
(without covariates) the adjusted means were the sarre as the observed 
change score means in Table 1. The first entry with no covariates was 
equivalent to an independent groups t-test, whereas the following entries 
allowed for the effect of the covariates. 
Table 2 
Miusted Meao Conl)rehemion 0Jao&e Scores and ANCOVA F-Tests with 
Group ac; the Dependent VariabJe. 
Full 
Sample 
Subset 
Sarq>le 
Adjusted Meam 
Covariates Paired 
Nil -1.05 
Age -0.91 
Age, Sex -1.01 
Age, Sex, Accuracy -1.37 
Nil 4.36 
Age 4.55 
Age, Sex 4.52 
Age, Sex, Accuracy 3.82 
Ribit F df p 
4.32 1.86 1,36 .18 
4.17 1.34 1,35 .26 
4.27 1.47 1,34 .23 
4.63 2.36 1,33 .13 
6.64 0.20 1.20 .66 
6.45 0.11 1,19 .74 
6.48 0.15 1,18 .70 
7.18 0.45 1,17 .51 
2 The oorrogeneity of variance ~ fer using AN(X)VA in 
analysing both accuracy and conpehemioo were ~ violated. 
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In the full sarq>le ooly the Ri'bit had a mean increase in 
cxxrpehermoo scores, wherem in the subset sarr.,te both groups had mean 
gaim in ~ion scores. In both sarq>les the Ri'bit groop had higher 
mean gaim than the Paired group, but the groop differences were III.ICh 
lower in the subset sarq>le. None of the corq>ariscn between Paired and 
Ribit mean change scores were significant, and the effect of the covariates 
was minimal. 
Examination of the full sarq>le data revealed that individual change 
scores varied between -20 and +21 in the Paired group, and -20 and +23 in 
the Ribit group. There was an approximate balance between negative and 
~itive change scores in the Paired group, but rrore ~itive than negative 
change scores in the Ribit group. 
4.3 Accuracy: Paired Reading Versus Ribit 
Table 3 reports the mean Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Revised 
(1988) accuracy scores. For the MANOVA on the full sarq>le accuracy 
scores the reading program by ti~ interaction was not significant. indicating 
that the pretest-pa;ttest effect was similar for both reading programs (E(l,36) 
= 0.53,_p = .47). Ignoring program, the total pa;ttest rrean was significantly 
higher than the total pretest mean (E(l,36) = 5.23,_p = .03). There was no 
significant difference in the Paired versm Ribit total~ (E(l,36) = .10, p 
=. 76). 
The results were similar fer the subset, with IOHignifian irteraction 
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(E(l,20) = 0.14, p = .71) and overall Paired venm Ribit (E(l,20) = .3>, p = 
.(,6) effects, with the overall posttest mean significamly hip- than the 
pretest mean (E(l,20 )= 4.89, p = .04). 
One-tailed dependent t-tests showed that the pretest versus posttest 
oorrpuison was significant for the Paired groop in the full ~e (1(18) = 
2.04...p = .03) and approached significance in the subset sarq>le (1(10) = 
1.74, 12 = .05), ~ the same C001)8lisom were not significant for the 
Ribit group in the full (1(18) = 1.16, 12 = .13) and subset (t(lO) = 1.37, 12 = 
.10) sarl1)les. 
Table 3 
Uram and Staodaro Peviaticg fer NeaJe AroPl'BC)' 
Saxe, Cin Montm} fer the Full and Subset Smq)les 
Pretest Posttest 
Paired 129.84 134.63 
(N::19) (16.33) (15.11) 
Full 
Sarq>le Ribit 132.63 135.10 
(N=19) (18.58) (16.73) 
Total 131.24 134.87 
(N=38) (17.31) (15.72) 
Paired 117.73 124.55 
(N=ll) (9.11) (11.89) 
Subset 
Sample Ribit 121.09 125.91 
(N=ll) (16.44) (16.66) 
Total 119.41 125.23 
(N=22) (13.08) (14.14) 
Nolt: SD in parentheses below meam. 
Total 
132.24 
(14.88) 
133.87 
(17.05) 
121.14 
(8.36) 
123.50 
(15.49) 
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Pie-Post 
Difference 
4.79 
2.47 
3.63 
6.82 
4.82 
5.82 
The ANCOV A results for accuracy are reported in Table 4. In 
both sarq>les, the Paired Reading group had higher ~ increases in 
accuracy scores than the Ribit group, which contrasts to the results for 
corqxehermon. Also, in both sarq>les small initial group differences in 
the observed means were increased by the effect of the covariates, with 
the adjusted group differences approaching significance in both sarq>les. 
Age ~ the nm hq>ortam oovariate, with the following covariates ~ 
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able to account for further significant variance of accuracy chanae scaes. 
Table 4 
Adj11.,ted Mean Ainocy 0181J1e Soorrs and ANCD~ f-IPJR with 
Omup as the [tprr.-fmt Variable 
Adjusted Mems 
Covariates Paired Ribit F elf p 
Nil 4.79 2.47 0.53 1,36 .47 
Full Age 6.68 0.58 3.68 1,35 .06 
Sarq>le Age, Sex 6.74 0.52 3.82 1,34 .06 
Age, Sex. ~ion 6.85 0.41 3.94 1,33 .06 
Nil 6.82 4.82 0.14 1,20 .71 
Subset Age 9.98 1.66 3.68 1,19 .07 
Sal't1>le Age, Sex 10.00 1.64 3.73 1,18 .07 
Age, Sex. ~ion 10.17 1.47 3.77 1,17 .07 
In the full sar11)le individual change scores varied between -20 and 
+34 in the Paired group, and -15 and +21 in the Ribit group. 'There were 
relatively rmre ~itive than negative change scores in the Paired group 
than in the Ribit group. 
In the Paired Reading group the change scores for accuracy and 
corq>rehemion were ~itively correlated in the full (r = .49, p = .03) and 
subset S8J11)les (r = .59,_p = .06); these correlati~ were significant for 
the full group and near ::;ignificance for the subset group. &wever, 
change scores were not significant and negatively arrelated in the Ribit 
group in the full (r = .-31--12 = .20) and subset sarq,les (c = -57, p = .07). 
The probabilities for the correlati<n are frcm tv.o-tailed significance tests. 
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4.4 The Relatiomhip between Paired BracflOI Time and BeadiDI Sam? 
The tine spent in Paired Reading was sw11ned from daily lop kept 
by the parents fer each weekday ~ion. The mean duration fer a sesmoo 
was 13.0 minutes (range 1 to 22) in the full smq>ie, 8Rl 12.4 minutes fer 
the subset sarq>le (range 5 to 17). The average tine were slightly below 
the stipulated 15 minutes for each scsion, 800 is attributed to some 
scsi~ being missed. 
The small positive correlati~ between tirre spent 800 
~ion change scores were not significant (one-tailed tests) in the 
full saJ11>le (r = .15, p = .28) or the subset sarq>le (r = .38,_p = .13). 
There was no correlation between ti~ and accuracy change scores in the 
full saJl1)1e (c::-.02, p=.47) or the subset sar11>le u:=.06...p=.45). 
4.5 Parents and paired readers l'§IX>OSe to bein& involved in Paired 
Reading 
In ~ to the question that parents had to answer weekly, 11 
parents (58%) reported that their soo/daughter did not dermmtrate visible 
sigm of distress by being involved in Paired Reading. Of the remaining 
eight parents. four (21 %) reported that initially their children fourd it 
diffirult. but soon started to enjoyed reading; three parents (1So/o) 
~ionally amwered the question. Of these three pments, ooe amwered 
the question for only two weeks, while the remaining two parents 
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amwered the questioo for fcu weeb. Aldxlugh these three pare.ta 
managed to follow the program through to 0001)letioo with their children, 
they fouoo that their children were upa througlDJt the Paired Reading 
~am. The remaining parent did not corq:,lete the Paired Reading 
program 
Sunmacy 
From the results there appeared to be little differeoce between the 
Paired Reading and Ribit groups on coq>rehemion and accuracy. The 
Paired Reading group had lower~ caip-ehesrsion gaim and higher 
accuracy gaim, but these differences were not significant. However, there 
were three interesting findin~; (a) the significant differeoce between 
pretest-~ttest :-.ccu.""aCy scores for the full Paired Reading group, (b) the 
effect of chronological age on the accuracy scores, and (c) the difference 
between the grouµs in correlatiom between coq>rehemion and accuracy 
changes. Accuracy scores from the full and subset groups perfonning 
Paired Reading were ~itively correlated. with a significant correlation 
for the full group and a near significant correlation fa- the subset groop. 
Ribit scores were not significant aoo negatively correlated fa- both the 
full and subset sarq,les. 
The finding that tirre was not related to the changes in reading 
scores corroborates other research (e.g., Miller et al., 1986). 
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The respooses to the questioo are an inpmn qualitative finding 
beauJSe scant research exists cooceming the relatimship of the 
parent/child dyad in Paired Reading. 
Three irq>ortant jSQJeS have emerged from the results: 
1. The accuracy and ~ scores S1aggests the presence 
of a ceiling effect affecting this age group when the Neale Analysis of 
Reading Ability Revised (1988) is used. 
2. The significant pretest-posttest differeoce in the accuracy scores 
for the full Paired Reading group, the effect of age on accuracy and a 
~itive correlation in change scores for the Paired Reading group and a 
negative correlation with the Ribit group require further investigation. 
3. The parental respomes suggest sorre difficulties for this age 
group within the parent/~hild dyad. 
5.1 lntn:prrtatim of the Results 
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OIAPI'ER 5 
DISCUSSION 
The current study atterq>ted to test the hypothesis that Paired 
Reading using parents as tutors would significantly remediate the reading 
difficulties of Year 8 students over the existing Ribit program. The initial 
analysis revealed that there was no significant irq:rovement in 
~ion in the full sample between pretest and pa;ttest. However, the 
subset posttest ~ion rrean score for the coni>ined Paired Reading 
and Ribit groups was significantly higher than the pretest mean score. 
Within the grou!')S, only the Ribit pretest-~ttest changes even approached 
significance. 
Although the Ribit group had larger average change scores, 
comparisons between the groups were net significant, and the effects of the 
covariates (age, sex. accuracy) were minimal. There were rrore ~itive 
changes than negative changes in the individual ~ion scores for 
the Ribit group with an even balance of negative and ~itive change scores 
in the Paired Reading group. 
Similarly, for accuracy, the interaction effect f<X" the full and subset 
sar11>les was not significant, indicating that the pretest-pcmtest accuracy 
effects were similar f<X" both groups. The coni>ioed groups had a 
significantly higher posttest rrean COIi~ to the pretest~ in both 
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sarq>les, but when tested separately ooly the Paired Reading group had a 
higher posttest mean. However, the differences in change scaes between the 
reading group; were oot significant. The differences ~ significance 
when the covariates were included (age. sex, ~oo). with age 
8CCOW1ting for rrost of the increase in group differences. There were 
relatively rmre JQitive changes in individual scores in the experimental 
group than the control group. 
No statistically significant relation.w~ were fowxl between time am 
~iorv'accuracy in both the full and subset sar11>les for the Paired 
Reading group. This finding is ~istent with other studies (e.g, Miller et 
al., 1986; Leach & Siddall, 1990). Miller et al. have noted that Paired 
Reading may mt be one of the techniques that result in reading proficiency 
through generic practice. 
The hypothesis that Pairod Reading will significantly renmiate the 
reading difficulties of Year 8 students over the FJbit reading program has 
not been supported. This il)1)lies that Paired Reading is not a rmre effective 
reading rerrediation technique than the existing school technique. However, 
the differeoces between the ~ion and accuracy results warrant a 
cla;er investigation. 
The study highlighted eight rreasurement and rmhodological iswes 
that pertain directly or indirectly to the~ of the Neale Analysis of Reading 
Ability Revised (1988) with a high school populatioo; (8) total Neale 
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Analysis of Reading Ability Revised (1988) saxes, (b) Slability of die 
accuracy scores, (c) imtability of the 00r1pehelmoo saxes, (d) depe11de11re 
of ~ion on accuracy (ceiling effect), (e) -.ing bia1, (t) 
examination of the total sarq>le's 00r1peherBion results, (g) the tecmique of 
Paired Reading v~ the technique of Ribit. and (h) sex and age in the 
detennination of reading scores. 
5.2 IotaJ Neale Analysis of Bra1ina Ahilil)' Revised 0288} Sams 
In the present study, the pretest ~ accuracy scores were lower 
than the pretest ~ion scores. Of the Paired Reading studies 
reviewed. several reported lower pretest accuracy scores in ~son to 
pretest ~ion scores (e.g., Bw;h, 1985; Bushell et al., 1982; 
Joscelyne, 1989: Lirmrick et al.. 1985: Morgan. 1976; Morgan & Lyon. 
1979). All studies reporting accuracy and C001)rehension scores used either 
the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Ost ed.) (1958), Neaie Analysis of 
Reading Ability (2nd ed.) (1966) or the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability 
• 
Revised (1988). 
The higher pretest scores for both accuracy and ~ion in 
this current sarJ1>le is the result of a few students attaining the maxinun 
(ceiling) standardised score allowed in the Neale Analysis of Reading 
Ability Revised (1988). The Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Revised 
(1988) h.~ an age range for children of 6-12. but it is explicitly stated that it 
can be used for older children and adults (p.8). As ooted bef<re, other 
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researchers (Brimer, 1965; Bush, 1985; Carrick-Smith, 1982; Joscelyne. 
1989; Vemoo, 1965) have suggested that the Neale Analysis of Reading 
Ability Ost ed.) (1958) and the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (2nd ed.) 
(1966) may not report accurate reading data because of two fact<n; (a) 
ceiling levels prormte an W1even relationship as score anf age increme, and 
(b) inflated individual scores. The use of ceiling levels and the extrapolation 
of reading ages are also used in the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability 
Revised (1988) for rate, accuracy and ~ion, and hence ceiling 
effects may exist. This could also be one of the main factors affecting 
individual scores. Specifically, Stothard and Hulme (19()1) have fcwxi that 
the procedure of extrapolating reading ages in Form 2 of the Neale Analysis 
of Reading Ability Revised (1988) is an unreliable indicator oi reachng 
ability. They have concluded that both Forrm 1 and 2 of the Neale Analysis 
of Reading Ability (Revised) (1988) may not be parallel and have 
recommended caution when interpreting retest data 
It is possible that with an older age group the Neale Analysis of 
Reading Ability (1st ed.) (1958), the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (2nd 
ed.) (1966) and the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Revised (1988) may 
lack the~ semitivity to detect statistically significant results. 
5.3 Stability of the Aro,racy $axes 
The current study ~ \.D18ble to denumme signifian diffenn:es 
in accuracy between the experimental am a.11ro1 gioops. However, the 
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significantly higher accuracy ~ for !he Paired Reading groop (fnxn 
pretest to posttest) warrants fwther exploratioo. 
Research by Topping and I..mkay (19CJ2) have ooocluded that 
generally the gaim in accuracy from all the Paired Reading studies were 
roore stable and reliable than gaim in coup-ehelJSioo. In addition. the review 
also noted that the analysis of accuracy results did not derronstrate 
~ion to the~ Two studies (Bushell et al., 1982; C.anick-Smith, 
1982) using the Neale Analysis vf Reading Ability (2m ed.) (1966) cited 
durable accuracy gains acroos different follow-up pericxls. 
5.4 Imtability of the Corqxehens,on Scores 
The cwrent study was llllable to show significant lll1)l'Ovement in 
~ion in either the Paired Reading or Ribit groups. In several 
previous studies (Lindsay et al., 1985; Morgan, 1976; Pearson & Lindsay, 
1986) using the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (1st ed.) (1958) and the 
Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (2m ed.) (1966), the reliability of the 
~ion scale has been disased. Specifically, children can ooly 
amwer questions when they have not exceeded the specified nurmer of 
mistakes. Therefore, as a comequence of achieving a threshold of just ooe or 
two points in accuracy (making l~ mistakes), subjects may then amwer the 
required coc1pehelL1ion questions. The q:,portunity to ~ an extra 
coupehelJSion question can inpove reading age SIDbnially; an 
~ of two rrorlth., in accuracy can lead to an h1powmeat in 
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<XJ11pehen~ioo of seven rRDm. Stothard 81¥1 Hulme (19CJ1) haYe ooted that 
<XJ11pehenmon scores from Fam 2 of the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability 
Revised (1988) were Wll'eliable when accuracy scores were in the upper limit 
of the test's range. Seventeen students (total Paired Reading 81¥1 Ribit 
~) retested on Fam 2 in the current S8ff1)1e had accuracy scores in the 
upper range of the test. From the research by Stothard and Hulme nearly 
half of the cwrent co~ion retest scores were Wll'eliable. Topping and 
Lincbay (19<J2) have recormelded " ... caution in interpreting scores in 
~ion on the Neale analysis " (p.211). 
Overall, the greater stability of the accuracy scores suggests that the 
gaim ~ing Paired Reading may be nX>re reliable for accuracy than the 
results obtained for ~ion. 
5.5 Dependence of Cool)(:ehemion on Accuracy 
The Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Revised (1988) ~ that 
the ability to read words in context (accuracy), and amwer questiom taken 
from that context (~ion) tmderlie ~ test perforrnanoo. 
Obtaining the raw Accuracy score is based on the l1lll1i>er of errors. 
For the first five pcmages, the highest ern:x- score permitted is 16 while, for 
the sixth ~e 20 is the highest error score. Eha' scores exceeding these 
levels disallow a subject from amwering the fuqxehensioo questiar .. 
Accuracy scores for each pas.,age are obtained by ~ errors nan 16 
or 20. Sl.i:>sequemly the pas.,age scores are sw111ed to povide .. Aa:tnt:y 
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Raw score. This score is oonverted into a scaled Amncy reading age. The 
highest reading age is 12 years 6 rronths or 150 rrottm (F<X'll'B 1 am 2). 
It is munm that a subjea woo obtaim les., than 16 errors will be 
able to amwer all the ~Oil questi<n. A~ raw scae 
is obtained by calculating the nwmer of cmectly amwered OOIJ1)1dlerlsioo 
questiom. This is similarly swnrmd for each individual ~ and a scaled 
Caqxehension Reading Age is obtained. The highest Reading Age is 12 
years 11 roontm or 155 roontm (Form 1) and 12 years 6 rronths or 150 
rronths (Form 2). 
Therefore, a better Accuracy score irq>lies a better Caqxehension 
score. Two interesting i.spects have been revealed with this current sarq>le 
(total Paired Reading and Ribit groups using Fonm 1 and 2) of students. 
F'ustly. an examination of individual scores revealed that there were 13 
students with Accwa.')' score, between 145-150 roontm. Apart from one 
student with a Caqxehension score of 141 roontm, the other 12 students 
had mx:h lower COfll'rehension scores between 111-127 rmnths. As the 
results in the current study indicated. there were les., pretest oorq>rehen;ioo 
scores than pretest accuracy scores at the maxim.un level at the start of the 
study. Secoooly, the 16{2!J enor threshold revealed that 10 students were 
disallowed from corq>leting the cor11p1ehelmoo questkm beaume they had 
errors that were greater than the threshold Their pre/post acancy scaes 
ranged between 95-137 nmtm while pre/post corapehemim scmes ranged 
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between 100-134 rroltm. In corq,arison, the remaining studera that were 
given the opportunity to cootimJe on to the OOll"ehelmoo questkn had 
pe/post accuracy scores between 96-150 rroitm while their pe/post 
oorqxehemion scores were between 91-142 rmntm. "be differences 
between the two groups in accuracy am con~ioo suggest that the 
presence or abserx:e of an accuracy threshold does oot prevent gaim in 
comprehemiun. It appears the ~on tlw comprehemion is depeme11t 
on accuracy, as rreasured by the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Revised 
(1988), is not a linear or~ one for this age group. Further research 
should atte"1)t to ~ the value of the accuracy threshold by using two 
separate sooring conditi~ while rem>ving the 16/20 error barrier; also to 
calculate scores by adhering to the aror threshold criterion. am also 
recalculating errors by ignoring the error threshold criterion am including 
amwers for all the comprehemion questi~. 
5.6 Saai>JiJJi Bias 
~ling bias was also a problem in that the random allocation 
~ did not adequately match the groups on pretest ~ or 
age am the distribution of males am females ~ not equal between the 
groops. It may have been mxe approp iate to use a paired matching 
poanJre, that is to rank order all the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability 
Revised (1988) pretest scores ard then nnbnly Bign ooe u,ject from 
each ca1SeCUtive pair irm experimeral and cauol gioops. The posthoc 
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p\Xedure of ming 8'aets based 00 petest SCXftS atteu.-t to conect the 
smq,ling bia The covariate analyses povided a pa ooc statistical 
adjustment to corq>emate for smq,ling bias. Posttest results fr<m the S1mset 
were rmre useful than pcmtest results fr<m the full SIIJ1)les. 
5. 7 Examination of the Total Sarq,le's Q "'*eherasioo Hesnlt, 
Despite the higher pretest corqxehemioo scores for the full Paired 
Reading group there was a pcmtest loss of corqxehemion. However, the 
subset Paired Reading group made rooderate gaim in co.1pehemion. The 
emtic ~ion gaim for the full Paired Reading group could be 
accounted for by the selective ceiling effect, while the rooderate gain in 
~ion for the subset sall1)le was ~ibly the result of resmving 
rwch of the ~ling bias. Dening (1985) has pointed out that only Pause, 
Pion~ and Praise and Hearing Reading had better ~ioo because 
rmre time was spent 'pausing,' thus allowing the child to self-<X>l'l'ect. Recht 
(1976) has stated that ifr¥ovement in self-correction indicated that the 
reader had better corqxehemion of the text Self-correctioo is also part of 
the Paired Reading technique, but it plays a rmre paninent part in the 
Irxlepement phase of reading. In the Sim11taneous phase, a pamll rmdels 
the word for the child If the rnajaity of tutaing time is sped in the 
Sim11~ rmde, then oppommities for self~ are linited. In the 
current study, some paae111S rnemooed that their children quite liked the 
ootion of only readin{l together, aoo would cqect to .... independenly. 
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One parent actually found it diffirult to graduate to the lndepeldn pme of 
reading. It is pcmible that some pareaa never graduated to the lndependelt 
lime of reading. This may have happened fm-, despite their d1ro110logical 
ages, nm of these students were still somewhat bmc in tenm of reading 
skills, thus requiring a great deal of reading together. Some students may 
have actually graduated to the Iooependent phase m.i consequemly irqxoved 
their ~ion (through self-correction). These students coold account 
for the rmderate gain. However, lack of rrovement to the Indeperdent phase 
of reading suggests reduced gaim in ~ion. 
The near significant gaim in ~ion for the full and subset 
~les of the Ribit group may have resulted from the arrount of time spent 
reading independently. As this group did oot have to spend time reading 
together, there would have been rrore oppornmity for self-correction. 
To ascertain whether rrore oppornmities for self-correction ieads to 
better cof11)1'ehemion. Paired Reading sessi~ could be taped so the annmt 
of time spent in the Independent rrode, and the arrount of self-correction 
could be quantified. If the ~ion gaim can be linked to the mmunt 
of time spent in the irdependent phase, then rrore encangement to paoote 
self-correction could pcmibly irqrove co1141ehemioo. It is logical to as.urc 
that the rrore frequert the opportunities fm- self-<Xmdioo in reading, the 
rrore likely a student will be able to use cootextual clues in tnlerstanding 
the text. 
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s.s Toe Iecbokp: of Paired Bactioa """" the IedJnic:f c rt Rihit, 
Studies repming results from COlq,arisoos between Paired Reading 
and other reading procedures have fourxf oo diffesences when adequate 
experimnal control is demntrated Ooscelyne, 19CJ1). However, the 
significant positive correlation between accuracy aoo COIi~ change 
soores in the Paired Reading group suggests that there fllllY be a.,pects of the 
Paired Reading technique that are superior to the Ribit technique. Leach and 
Siddall (1990) have suggested that one of the reasom Paired Reading and 
Direct lmtruction were rmre succesmii than the other techniques ~ their 
error-correction procedures. As noted Miller's (1987) "Eletrents Cllecklist" 
found that four aspects of Paired Reading were correlated only with accuracy 
gaim. Although treie elerrents were not rreasured in this study, they are 
intrinsic to the Paired Reading technique ~ in esseoce the Ribit rrodel 
is silent reading when alone. Other studies (Burdett, 1986; Elliott, 1989) 
have also noted irrp'oved accuracy because of the error-correction 
procedures in Paired Reading. 
ffl1)R)ved reading together (in the Sim.al~ phase) enables other 
reading skills to focm on conpehemion (Tqlping, 198.5). If the SbUggling 
reader focuses on word recognition, 1~ skills ·are deployed b other reading 
strategies (e.g., using cootextual clues). Any higher language proccuing 
ca11Wlt take place uni~ there is an automatic pimary level d processing 
(Oatis, 1980). It follows that as attemion to oonect errcn <bq the two 
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plaS of Paired Reading redlas, and readers becane rroe accurate, rroe 
attention is made available f<X' con~ By calb'ast, as Ribit readers' 
accuracy increaed, ca~wion decrea,ed. For these readers the 
decreased cor1pehemion skills may be the result of mn attention spent at 
the primary stage of reading accurately (leaving i~ attention for 
corq>rellemion). As noted these ~ suggest that some eleme111S of the 
Paired Reading technique may be superi<X' to the Ribit technique. 
Some experimental evidence f<X' an inpoverrelt in accuracy leading 
to better ~ion can be found in Gallini et al's (1993) study. 
Students in the macro-level training group had a better Wlderstarxling of the 
text over the miao-levcl readers and the control group. Miao-level readers 
were still using strategies that involved irqxoving the accuracy of the text 
while macro-level readers were using strategies of deletion, swnmary, 
generation and invention (co~ion). Macro-level readers were not 
~ by focussing on strategies to irrpove accuracy. 
In this study the Ribit readers had the same benefits as the Paired 
Reading group which induded parental attention, the comfort of the tnne, 
their choice of reading material, parent/student ~ to the researcher and 
the same arrount of ture involved in reading. However, there was no 
neasity f<X' the parents to read with or listen to them These children may 
have spent a lot of time on accuracy, and neglected ca1.pehelmoo which 
oomibuted to the negative correlation. 
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An interesting fiooing w that while accuracy and w1pehe11sioo 
sans were correlated in the full Paired Reading group, ooly accuracy saxes 
in this groop incremed (from pretest to posttest). These results Sllggest two 
pcmible explanatiom; (a) The Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Revised 
(1988) while able to adequately measure r.ccuracy change scores, is unable 
to ~itively l1le$Ul'e ~on changes, and (b) altlnJgh change 
scores were small, they were systematically related to changes in accuracy 
and ~ion scores in both Paired Reading groups. It is ~ible that 
a different learning proces.i has taken place for the Paired Reading group in 
<:On1)8rison to the Ribit group. However, rmre research is required to 
investigate these suggestion.5. 
5.9 Sex and A&e in the Detennioation of the Beadin& Scores, 
The effect of sex as a covariate in this study was minimal on both 
accuracy and ~ion. Bushell et al. (1986) also noted in their study 
that sex had no effect on accuracy and ~ion. Research by Topping 
and Limsay (1992) have stated that boys did not perfonn significantly better 
thar. girls in accuracy and ~ion. the Ul1)1ication being that sex did 
not have a significant ifl1)8Ct on accuracy and ~ion. Of interest is 
the fiooing by the sarre researchers that generally girls at pretest were ahead 
of boys in accuracy. while boys were better in caapehelmoo. There woo 
rrention ~ to whether these firxtinp were statistically signifian. 
While the Bushell et al. (1986) study also paned m that 
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<mlldogical age had no bearing oo accuracy am ooupehensioo, an 
interesting fiooing from the current study wm the irq>act of age in 
io:reamg the size of the effect on accuracy sa.-es in both the full 800 
subset ~les of the Paired Re,ding group. 1re Paired Reading group had 
a significantly higher mean chronoiogical age than the Ribit group. In 
research by Topping and Lirxlsay (19'J2) older children in Paired Reading 
groups achieved higher gaim in accuracy. Ho-wever, while the Topping 800 
Lindsay research noted that the sii.e of the gaim were not significant, the 
current sar11>le's significant Paired Reading accuracy score with older 
children suggest a rmre thorough examination of this tedmique. More 
research into the effect of chronological age on the relative !ability of 
accuracy and ~ion scores is warranted. 
6.0 Other IS&JeS 
Although research (e.g .• Kroeger, 1989; Leach, 19'J3) with a primary 
school population found that generally parent and child attitudes to reading 
iff¥oved. sorre parents in this current study had difficulty with the 
rrotivation of their children. This provides sorre evidence for Pumfrey's 
(1986) query that the dyad of parent and child can pa;sibly diS&Jade the 
child from reading. In this study three students were ur,eet aboot cooriming 
with the Paired Reading program When ~ f<X" their reaD'B f<X" being 
upset, their nut frequert reply wa, that they disliked being singled OIL 
This coram about being stigmatised occurred despite the fact that am'u1 
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attentioo wm given to emure the aroiymity of the children at sdml. 
Topping (1991) has pointed out that weaker readers are partiadarly efficiert 
at appearing on ~ when in fact they often are oot, and a history of 
reading difficulty becorres quite visible in a rnaimtream high schX>I setting. 
This visibility has the potentfal to be quite distres.,ing to the child Future 
research should take into account the dynamics between parents mi high 
school participants when designing a Paired Reading program 
Dening (1985) has clairred that there are greater benefi~ when 
parents are involved in regular prograrm with guidelines for shorter, rmre 
frequent sessions, than with infrequent sessions over longer periocb. For 
P.xarq>lc, daily 10 minute sessiom may be rrore successful than five sessions 
of 20 minutes over six to eight weeks. 
A rrore complete Wlderstand.ing of the issues surrounding reading 
failure maj' be needed to compare reading levels before and after parental 
involverren!. These corq>ari~ are difficult to make because of (a) 
test-retest violation of rreasurerrent validity due to repeated administration 
of the smre test, and (b) holding ~t all other educational variables 
during the baseline and intervention. An alternative approach would be to 
perform a time-series study of each child using a rmltiple single-case design. 
The different stardardised reading tests that are available cannot 
singly account for all the changes in the overall reading proas1. It has been 
claimed that the C001)lex ~ of reading soould involve " .• .attitudinal 
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netsures, the use of cootextual clues and wml reoognitim" (Miller et al., 
p. 2.83, 1986). As there is a lack of consemu.1 in the urmstarxting of the 
corq>lete reading ~. a battery of standardised testing instrumns may 
F"mally. the rrethodology of the current Paired Reading program 
suggests that it followed the principles for the effective use of parerds as 
tutors outlined by Leach (1986). The current program f~ 00 a nurmer 
of is.ffles; (a) saipted programs were used. (b) the current Paired Reading 
program was designed around homework. (c) contracts, written irmucti~. 
recording sheets, review dates and initiatiorvtennination dates were all 
di~ (d) parents were trained in accordance with the training methods 
er11>loyed by other Paired Reading studies, (e) a review date was also set up, 
(f) The current Paired Reading program was not designed for long-tenn 
intervention and parents were not interested in pursuing it after the eight 
week period. and (g) Parents and children were individually debriefed 
regarding the Paired Reading results. Using this framework, a maja-
shortcoming was the inadequate tronitoring of parents. More ~nmt of 
the individual skill level of parents as tutors may have been neces.wy. 
6.1 Ml,;rt,,.wlQ&ical lsmes 
Saadio& Bia, 
'The experimental and ~ groups add have been better 
matched in terms of sex, clYOoological age nt reading ase. A paired 
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grouping pocea could have been used initially arxl then randoouatioo 
utilised with one subject from each pair allocated to eide' group. 
L;)iistical flaws 
This researcher contacted each parent at lone, tested all the studem 
and taught Religious F.ducation to ten of them Good rappcxt was established 
with all the students. It is ~ible this may have reduced student anxiety, 
~ corq>liancy and ~ly irqxoved their rmtivaticn As the 
Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Revised (1988) can be administered by 
teachers, this would ha'¥e controlled familiarity with the researcher. 
The fact that there was no involverrent by teachers made it diffirult 
to obtain objective data on children's reading behaviour in the cl~ 
This information may have been useful in providing feedback to parents, and 
alSI> in assessing the generalisation of gaim made at home to the school . 
.AJthough a checkJist was used to rn.xlitor correct usage of the Paired 
Reading program (through phone contxt), no ~t was actually made 
of the individual skill level of the parents. Information as to whether to 
cooouct rrore Paired Reading training ~ions fer parents was not sooght. 
Daily reading activities at school ran sirmltaneously with the Paired 
Reading and the Ribit program;. It was posmble that oontamination from the 
other reading cK:tivities may have occurred. (Richardsoo & Brown, 1977). H 
oontamination had in fact occurred, it \\Wld have been diffiaJlt to attribute 
~ er failure to the Paired Reading arxl the Ribit programs because c:l 
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the ooofoonding effect of the other reading activities. 
Overall Paired Reading did not pove to be a better tedrique than 
the existing Ribit reading rernecliation technique used at the high scl¥>0l. The 
0011~ion posttest scores indicated that the program; did not differ in 
0011pehemion gaim. There was m evidence to suggest that the mean 
pretest/posttes gain in accuracy was significantly better for the Paired 
Reading group. 
The research into the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (1st 
ed.) (1958) and the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (Wed.) (1966) have 
noted problam with ceiling effects and extrapolated age scores for accuracy 
and ~ion. Some Paired Reading studies, using these edi~ of the 
Neale have also found flaws with its ~ion scale. Research on the 
Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Revised (1988) ~ also noted diffirulties 
with its construction. It may be ~ible that the Neale Analysis of Reading 
Ability Revised (1988) ~ similar problffl'E beca~ ceiling levels and 
extrapolated scores are still used in this test. 
Other evidence revealed that the accuracy and coupehension dlange 
scores were in;itively correlated in the Paired Reading group, while 
negatively correlated in the Ribit group. It wm suggested that ~ the Paired 
Reading group became rmre accurate, nue attel1tion wm available fm' 
conpehemion. By oorltl'B, for the Ribit group, the negative cone1atioo 
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may have been the result of the Ribit tedrique which possibly peuriaed the 
nslel's to focm on error redlaioo, thm using up attertim ml leaving lea 
for oo.11prehe1Lgoo. 
Research Im also speculated that the reading together pme, the 
Irdepement phase of reading. and the error oorrecting pocedures are 
respomible for reading ifr¥ovements. Other research Im suggested that the 
two pha,es of reading are 1Qitively related to the gaim in accuracy while 
the error-correcting procedure is intrimic to accurate reading. Research into 
reading ootes that the mrount of attention is aitical to effective reading. 
This may provide some additional Wlderstanding into the 1Qitive and 
negative cooelati~ fotmd in the individual scores of the Paired Reading 
group and the Ribit group respectively. However, caution~ noted when 
interpreting findin~ from accuracy and corq>rehemion change scores ming 
the Neale Analysis of Reading AbiJity Revised (1988). 
In this study, sex as a covariate had minimal effect on accuracy and 
corq>rehemion gains. However, the iJll)8Ct of chronological age on the 
reading scores ~ises the ~ity of exploring this variable further. 
The current study also suggested that rmre qualitative infonnatioo is 
required concerning the parent/child dyad. Issues surrounding reading failure 
were also described. This section erded with a brief descriptioo of the 
current Paired Reading prognuds ability to fit into the Leadl (1986) 
framework for the effective use of pareau as ·tutm"S. 
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TM> main methodological flaws with ,the anm study weie 
outlined. These were the sarq>ling bim mi logistical flaws. 
This study sooght to addres., the 1ac1c ot Paired Reading s,.mes in the 
high scoool setting. The results have raised a ruriJer of mues fer future 
research. 
1. If nue frequent opportunities fer self-axrection (in the 
i.,depeooent phase) are afforded the child, will this inp'ove reading accuracy 
and corq,rehemion skills? 
2. . Reading is a corq>lex behaviour and present tests do rot capture 
the ~ involved in reading. More sophisticated research. pelhap; 
erJ1>loying a battery of reading and cognitive tests is warranted. 
3. For this age group, does conpehensioo c'.epend on accuracy $ 
rneamJred by the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Revised (1988)? To 
~ this, two scoring rrethods could be used. One rrethod could use 
scoring in accordance with the accuracy thresoold, while the other without 
the threshold with all 8Ubjects allowed to 8ffiWef all the~ 
questiom. 
4. An investigation examining the elements of Paired Reading am 
how it affects overall reading proficiency is advised. Single-smject desigm 
could be used to determine the developmen of individual skills. A baseline 
intervertioo pha,e and imensive nmitming wa1 to log 1he chan8es in 
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OOl1'3<ftl• skills. 
s. Examinatioo of the individual change saxes b accuracy am 
<Xli•4Jlehemioo. am the cmelatioo between accuracy and 0011pmerrsim 
change scores seem to be lacking in nearly all the Paired Reading studies. 
The results from this study suggest that such analyses can anribute to the 
tnlerstanding of reading. 
6. There needs to be a better tnlerstanding of the dyadic lelati<nhip 
between parents m:1 high scoool participants. Some Paired Reading research 
Im cieroormrated JQitive changes in reading attitudes with pimary school 
participants. However, this current research 11$ suggested that there needs to 
be a clear f~ on the relationwp between participants ard parents when 
designing a Paired Reading program. with parents as tutors, in high scoool. 
7. The vast majority of Paired Reading studies have not meet 
adequate experimental procedt..~. When small sa,q>les are meet, 
random:7.alion with a paired matching prooodure based on pretest scores 
would minimise S3Jl1)ling bias. The balance between male ard female 
representation could also be meet where pcmible. 
8. Many studies in Paired Reading have not rep<Xted significam 
statistical data, have povided limited data and have used sirq>le analyses. 
Sophisticated analytical techni~ can iJqJrove the tmderstanding e1 the 
factors aucial to data collection, ard oow these factors .are related to reading 
inptWenBll. 
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Appendix A 
PAUSE, PROMPT AND PRAISE 
FOR CORRECT READING 
1. Your dilld should be praised when a sentence is re.ad correctly. 
2. Your child should be praised when he/she self-corrects. 
123 
3. Your child should be praised when, ouce prompted,. the word is re.ad· 
cornc:tly. 
2. FOR PROBLEM READING 
4. As a tutor/parent allow your child to self-<01Tect. However, 
IF THE ~{'STAKE 
DOES ~OT ~!.Ai he. 
S&'c"SE 
S. Clues should be 
provided pertaining 
to the meaning oi 
the story, e.g. a 
question about 
the story. 
I! after l PRO~, 
WORD IS ~CORRECT 
IF TBE ~!ISTAKE 
DOES MA .. KE:m;SE 
6.A Jrompt should 
be given regarding 
the. way the word 
· looks, e.g. which 
part of the word 
is incorrect. 
8. The word should be said for your child, e.g. 
''The word is •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
:\of. FER.t'1ANDEZ 
SCHOOL PSYCBOLOGIST/COUNSE:llOR 
IF YOUR Cm:LD IS 
~""'IT 
7.your child should 
read to the end of 
the sentence. 
Alternatively, your 
child could nan 
again. 
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Appendix B 
PARENT AND gmn READING TQGEX 8 ER - W'BED READING 
This is a new way of helping children to read well. I hope it will help you to help your 
child. 
It has been found that some children are able to make very rapid progress v.ith their reading 
when their parents read with them in a special way. Here are the details of this special way. 
Please follow the directions as closely as possible, even thougll this may make it slow-going 
at first. It will not work if you get impatient, anxious or bad-tempered, so take your time 
to get to know it. Both you and your child should enjoy the scheme. 
Rcadln1 with a Parent A rnrrla1 Way 
1. Your child should choose the book. It can be a school book, one you already have 
or a h'brary book. (Don't worry if your child chooses something too bard the first 
few times. If your child keeps en choosing books that are too difficult, then guide 
them towards simpler material, but still let the child choose). 
2. Read out loud, together, with a finger under the word as you read it, ii you like . 
... 
3. Your child should try every word. 
4. If your child makes a mistake, say thl! word correctly yourself. Then the child should 
say it correc:ly. - 12.Qn.:.t ;,a!k a!,om ~~e ,,;~~ake Qr an:=lv~e t'ie u'.Q.u1 - just carry on 
reading together. 
S. When your ~hild feels he can read a word without you, he !hould let you know by 
your "secret sign· . This can be a knock on the chair, a tap on the arm, a rug at the 
sleeve, but n.clli a word which would spoil the reading. Decide on your own ·secret 
sign• between. 
6. When your child makes a mistake when reading aione, do as in No. 4, say the correc~ 
word. The child will say it after you. Then carry on reading together until the next 
"secret sign-. 
7. This reading together should be for only about ten - fiften minutes (at the most) and 
on five or six nights per week. It should be a pleasure for both parent and child, 
sitting close and comfortably together. Do praise the child for reading, for giving the 
"secn:t sign· and for reading alone. 
Do not me attention to mistakes. Say the word correctly and carry on together. 
IBlS IS VERY IMPORTANT. 
MIGUEL FERNANDEZ 
PSYCHOLOGIST/COUNSELLOR 
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Appendix C 
Dear 
IA my role u the school c:oumellor, I musi decermiDe if will encounter any •c,demic problems now or ill 
tbe near future. This is to ensure dw obwm me m•:wmim educariooal bcaefic while at La Salle Collep. 
Al our Collep we offer a number of differem readmt propams. Thae ue prosnms dw allow cho snideua 
to de\lelop to his/her menmum readiDt pocenri•I. However, dlese ue maiDly school-based propams. I would 
lib to try mother technique out with your child called Pai.red Re.adlac, which is home-based. This tecbmque 
will be a coDD.DU&tion of lhe school-based appl'OIChea. l hope to ir.iciafa this project in Term 1, 1994. 
I am doiq this project to emure chic lhe studems do DOC mug.le as the ).e&r prosresses and to do this some 
form of remediation must be anempced. l would elso, with your permission. like to use the iDformar:ion for 
research purposes u I am about to complete a Master of Psychology degree at Edith Cowan Uaiveniry. 
This project is entitled Pa1rtd Radlac and it involves parems teac:bms their children to read (a complete 
description of lhe teehnique will be discussed ac a meeans for all lhe parents of cc: chilJn:n involved). This 
technique is aimed at incrusina lhe readin1 accuracy and comprehemion of SNdents. The research on this 
technique is quite extensive. However not a lot of wor..: has been dooe in lhe high schools. My attempt will 
be one of the first. 
The main side-effects from lhe programme are boredom. not wanting to panicipate and anger at beint chosen 
for such a technique (I will dis..'"USS this wilh you at our meeting). Allhough I am hopin1 for full panicipacion. 
this is. not compulsory.. If you decide, you u parents, are unable to commie your time and your child to this 
project, then your child will not be involved in this project. However. your child will still be involved in all 
other school-base.d readins pro jJ"lmS. In e.ddition. your child's uon.-involvemc.oc will in llO way prevent bimlber 
receiving. help in the future if readiaf or olher problems are detected. Your child will also be informed that 
they can remove lhemselves at any timi= from the project if lhey think it is not benefiting lhem. 
I expect the bell4efitS to the ~hool will be tnormous for not only the presem Yeu 8's, but also the srudems in 
lhe other ,ndes. J am i.c.satuting Paired Readin1 u a school-wide traimng program from 1994 onwards. ~ · 
this technique has not bee:i anempted at the b.igh ~hool level, it will also benefit other high schools in W.A. 
I hope to have 35....it' Year 3 r.-.ldents participate. They will be divided into an experimeDf.Al group and a control 
group. The experimc 11.J group will undergo Paired Readina for the duration of Term 1 while the control ,roup 
will commence paired ~eadi.:11 in Term 2. !n the ::ieanti.me the control group will so through 1he normal 
readina programs in the College. All the children will be tested for reading using the Neale Analysis of reading 
Abiliry. 
The title of the project is Paired Reaew11 and if you have any questions please do not hesiiate to call me ar the 
College on  
Youn faithfully 
M, FERNANDEZ 
School Counsellor 
. 2111 November 1993. 
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Apper.dix D 
CHILDS CONSENT FORM 
I understand that; 
(i) ~ Fernandez will only ask :ne questions about my reading, 
(il.1 !le will be using my result :or his research, 
(iii) I can ?uil out of the project at any time, 
(iv) once :.,e project is completed, I will know what my reading result was, and.. 
(v) no information about :ny :-esult will be shared with anyone unless I give 
wrir.e:1 ~:mission. 
I understand all of :."le above, 
Signarure: ----- ~ame: 
-------
Date: 
-----
Appendix E 
1. Hereis·alistot~taread'tnis:yar: 
i7te- books'. a~ irr grows !ika-
Aaver.• Humoc.r· etc. You hav6 to. 
reacr ir least' f ?:>oak from eac:t ~rcao 
oy :he- ene1 et :n~ year. :e- 2. cate9Cnes 
2. In eac::\. grauc. :rte-- oeoks' ar&- rcugnty-
arr~ :rr :rcEf' cf cfflfc::::.:ity. · .'711e. 
·- :.siest ~KS are at tie top -ot··:ne 
;rouo. :nen tiey ;et :,att:er. c:-:ocse. 
:ocu wnic.1 m.:c? ~ wetr you ~ • 
:io-r:co easy, ,,ot too nara.. 7"l'le(,_ ':"I io 
:morove cveriJ'le year. 
3. All !xlcKS are ,n the RIB-IT comer or :ne 
C.:tlege L:brary. Ycu ~n a1so :crrcw 
:.~em f:-om your !oecl :icrary. 
-£. <H-O a ~eaci:,g .:et.:maJ as :tcu .-eac. 
At !e.st ::nee a wee!<. -~e ."'.art a ::ac;e 
:r 7.cre aoouc- ::-:e :co~ 1cu are 
:-eacl.-:;. 
5 . . :.cart :'icm ~e :ocia :-ec::rr:m~ceo in 
:r.cs ;uce-.. every :COie: ycu :-.~d tirs· 
,ear :.:::unts foe- i=t!B-rr cer,w-:- .. 
·:~er :cckS : excect ~;!isn -::ass 
iCVetS) :an :e ~ en ~e ~""Tcl 
. ~eacing ~ac;e et :tus 5.l~t 
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.KE.A.IJING Gll1JJE 
TE.A.KS. 
MY NAME:--------
1EACHERS 
SSR: ---------
. 
5. T~ sncw.~ books:~haYe-~ 
and whayou. ltlOagt'JC'cf:~ doer 
ova- :tw-~ u:smc;: ~ c::lcur c:ode 
:e!cw: It an easy way ta s.ee how many 
~lc.s 'ffXJ hav& l'1!aci for :he. year- - Iust 
:::::l.llit itle c::coureo-in ::r:es. 
COLO~R coce. 
I SLUE I A ~reat ::::cck.l 
~==---
1 :;c:'\
1 
1 " .... K 1··- . I "E'~CW ! ~K 
7. Youc: SSR · :e2c::":er. your :.'lt;:is.-; 
:e.ac:-:er, your :eac:r:er i.,.::ranans. 'JOU! 
:arents cJ'lCl 'JOUr C.:11ege. ?!lnc:-...al ·Mif 
arl suOOOIT ana e.'1c:=:raqe you in your 
~184T reaoing. :,ery ~O ~ 
::::mcte!ea 'Mil ·Mn 'fCt.J a- ~cm•. a. 
:IL'1t cart: 2nC 2· ::"icc:::iate ~- ':'cu 
·Mil ais.o -eceNe .":'".ancs for ~tis:r 
:asea ~n ycur :-eac:inq :';;m :-:ese lis:x. 
a:nc:1· fer ycur jcumat. 
3. R~me.'ncer. ~ead in :SSR. ~ead en 
:.-:& =~ .=:eac- in :.~a ~cracy. ~eaci 
:n- :te ·.yeetcena. ~eaa :rt :,ea • 
~ea<1 ever,cav: 
-.. 
. ! 
FANTASY 
The Journey 
The Dark is risin Cooper 
Efidor Gamar 
The Hunting of Shadroth 
Kelleher 
The Hobbit (Tcikien) 
Obem 
TEENAGE LIFE 
The BMX kid (Ccs rove) 
: !;:art ~:,d 
j :.l'!P : ' ~ 
Roar to v1ctcr, tHardcastle} 1 
F in as usual (Un ard) I 
Stuntkid {Pow,i 
Basketball ame Lester) 
I, Houdini (Banks] 
--------, 
Cannil Canni French 
The Demon Headmaster 
Cross 
This school is driving me 
~ Hentoff) 
The Day they came to 
arrest the book Hent 
Atlunson 
Biker Ha 
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RELATIONSHIPS Start End 
DIii DIii 
Blubber ce.eume> 
Dear Emily (Stewart) 
Blabber mouth (Gleitzman) 
Leaving it to you (Orr) 
The Lonely hearts dub 
(Klein) 
Two. weeks with the Queen 
(Gleitzman) 
Seanor Eflzabeth 
(Gleeson} 
A Proper littte Nooryeff 
(Ure) 
Dodger (Gleeson) 
C>,!ar Shrink {Cresswell) 
Welcome home, Jellybean 
(Shver} 
I 
. Just an ordinary kid (Vasil) I 
Moving out (Gamer) I . 
You take the high road l . I 1Persr.all) ! 
OTHER TtMES I:: Encl Date 
The Saga of Erik the Viking ! 
{Jcr.es} I I 
I I 
Tuck everiasting (Babbitt) I I 
Quest beyond time 
(Morphett) 
Me and Jeshua (Spence) . 
The Fa~e of Jeremy Visick 
(Wiseman) I 
The Devil's own (Lisson) 
The Coal house (Taylor) 
Rebels of the Heavenly 
Kinadom (Paterson) 
Locked in time (Duncan) 
The Eagle of the ninth 
I (Sutdiffl 
ADVENTURE 
The China ccin Buliel 
He,a <Baille 
The Incredible-Joumey 
Bumford) 
· The Ho « Holm) 
Th& Scarec.-ows estalll 
The Cats (Phicson) 
Survival (Evans) 
BEING AUSTRAL!AN ' ~ 1=~ 1,- · ~ 
I 
Viad the Drac Down Under I 
Uun man) i 
Storm Bo (Thiele) 
ihe Fat and JuiC'/ ? !ace 1 Kiccl 
On lean Brooksbank) 
Ned Ketly & :he c;ty of \ 
Bees (Keneat , 
I 
The 3amboo flute 'Disher) I 
little Aus:ratians I 
Inner Clrc!e (Crew) 
Frank Souldert>uster 
The Hc-.zse that was 
Eureka 
BaiieY's bones CKelehen 
• 
HUMOUR 
Haw 1D eat fried warms 
Raging robots &. unruly 
uncles 
Summer switch (Rod ersl · j 
Madame 1Doubtfire <Fine) 
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SCIENCE FICTION 1= 
Coctor Who (anv t:tlel I I I 
I 
I 
GalaC-Jc wat1crc (!-:iii) I 
The Bia wish (Hecwort'1·, l I 
Grinnv (Fisk) l l I 
Robot revolt (Fisk) i I 
' Halfway across the galaxy I (Kletn) 
Fireball (Christooher) I I 
Visttots (Macdonald) I I 
The Keeper of the Isis li~nt I 
CHuahes) I 
The Mak~ (Kelleher) l 
The Hitctl hika(s guide to I the aa&axv (Adams) .. ,. 
E."111 
c-
1 
T 
l 
4 
.. 
. " . 
& 
T 
a 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
15 
17 
11 
20 
. 
EXTRA READLV(; 
(Record extra books here • except English class novels) 
. T111..E AUTHOR 
-a. 
I 
l 
I I 
I 
- I , .. 
I 
I I ! 
: I 
I 
I I i 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
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-
I 
-I -··· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. -
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Appendix F 
' 
23rd August 1993 
Dear 
As I discussed previous!y I have scheduled a meeting for all parents who will be involved 
in the Pai.red Reading Programme this tenn. The following are the details of the meeting. 
DATE: 
. 
TIME: 
VENtJE: 
PLEASE BRING: Exer~.se. book and pen 
This meeting is for parents only and will include a video tape on paired reading, a discussion 
and demonstration of :he technique and how I will monitor the programme. 
If you have any queries would you please contact :ne during school hours at 274-6266. 
I look forward to seeing you :here. 
Yours sincerely 
M. FERN~'lDF.Z 
PSYCHOLOGIST/COUNSELLOR 
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Appendix G 
PARENTS CONSENT FORM 
Having attended the meeting, 
I would like -------- to go through the Paired Reading Project in Term __ _ 
I understand that; 
(i) the results from this project will be used in Mr Fernandcz's research· for his 
Yaster of Psychology, 
(ii) his/her result will not be discussed with anybody unless express written 
consent is. given, and 
(iii) his/her :-esu!t will be safely secured in a filing cabinet in Mr Fernandez's 
office for the duration of 5 years. 
I understand and aCCC?t all these conditions. 
Signature: ____ _ Name: 
-------
Date: 
----
• 
• 
.; 
"' 
"' .... 
:c 
,c 
.... 
'g 
i 
Name: Week: · 
----------
Name of book ---Day - -ime lWith whom {Mum/Dad_., 
·-~~~~~---~---
- ----- -
- ---,---
- -- -- - - - --· 
------
-- ----- -- t - - ---·-----
---- -- -. 
Total 
Question: Was your son/daughter upset by having you do Paired Reading 
with him/her this week? 
Yes/No 
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Appendix I 
Dear __________ _ 
Thank you for your participation in the recent reading project. The project will officially ~ 
on ______ _ 
Could you please keep your di uies and send them to me on the first day back to school. 
I appreciate your expedience and attention in this matter. 
Yours sincerely 
M. FERNANDEZ 
SCHOOL COlJSSELLOR 
4th April, 1994 
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Appendix J 
Dear Parent, 
Could I please see you Parent Teacher night on Wednesday (04/0S/1994). This is 
regarding the Paired Reading programme. If you are unable 10 come 10 the appointment, could 
you please co11tact me at school on  
Thanking you kindly for your attention. 
Yours sincerely 
Mr. Miguel Femandez: 
School Counsellor/Psychologist 
